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EDITOR’S LETTER

THE WINNER: 
McGregor celebrates getting 

the decision over Farooq 

NO ROBBERY

Coming 
next time
O WE’LL bring 
you all the 
action and 
fallout from 
Las Vegas, 
where Deontay 
Wilder and Luis 
Ortiz collide 
for the WBC 
heavyweight 
title.
 
O�IN Liverpool, 
Callum Smith 
gets his 
homecoming 
as a world 
champion when 
he defends his 
WBC belt against 
and John Ryder.

O�WE 
investigate the 
complexities 
of ‘throwing 
in the towel’ 
and track down 
former world 
titlist Kendall 
Holt, whose back 
story will take 
some believing.

O�AVAILABLE to 
download from 
November 26 
and the print 
edition is in 
stores on  
November 28.

On the 
website
O�WHATEVER 
happened 
to Roman 
Greenburg?

O�THE Eddie 
Hearn Chronicles 
Part III. 
 
O�FOR all the 
latest news, 
don’t miss Elliot 
Worsell’s Boxing 
News At Five.

But the McGregor-Farooq contest should be the catalyst to review current system

NY points decision 
in boxing that goes 
against conventional 
opinion, or is 
deemed even 
slightly controversial, 
is now widely called 
a ‘robbery’. It’s a 
term that was first 
adopted within 
boxing many years 
ago, but it wasn’t 
a term that was 
taken lightly. For a 
fight to be labelled 
a robbery, it had 
to be an absolute 
howler where 
there was some 

serious suggestion of foul play. Yet today, 
with increased coverage of the sport 
and myriad opinions rolling up and 
snowballing on social media, there is 
so-called robberies every single weekend. 

The latest occurred in Glasgow on 
Saturday night when Lee McGregor was 
named the split decision winner over Kash 
Farooq following a mesmerising bout 
where both combatants did themselves 
and the British and Commonwealth 
bantamweight titles proud. At times, 
given the expertise on show, it was easy 
to forget that the duo could only boast 20 
professional bouts between them. 

From my viewpoint, the same 
viewpoint of the thousands who watched 
on their televisions, Farooq looked like 
he’d done enough to win. But while 
watching I had been writing Boxing News’ 
live online report and checking replays of 

the most eye-catching punches. After 12 
rounds I had Farooq three points ahead, 
but I was aware it had been intensely 
fought from both sides throughout. 

Concerned I’d been swayed by the 
commentary and replays, and in turn my 
perception of any close rounds affected, 
I watched again with the sound off, fast-
forwarded through replays, and scored 
each round on its own merit. 

Again, I came to the conclusion that 
Farooq had won seven of the 12 rounds 
and, by virtue of the point deduction 
McGregor suffered, I had him a 115-
112 winner. But due to me watching 
something I’d seen before, it’s unlikely my 
scoring would not in some way be skewed 
by perceptions I had already formed. It 
was far from a fool-proof investigation. 
Furthermore, one fighter appearing to 
win seven of 12 rounds and losing a close 
decision is not the victim of a ‘robbery’.

What I couldn’t do was replicate the 
vantage point of judge Mark Lyson whose 
card triggered significant outcry on social 
media when he called the bout 115-112 
in McGregor’s favour (in essence, eight 
rounds to four when considering the point 
deduction Lee incurred). Impossible, too, 
to replicate the experience he had from 
his ringside position as he watched the 
action unfold. To call Lyson incompetent 
is grossly unfair, and to suggest anything 
more sinister than incompetence from a 
man like Lyson is far, far worse.

Now, I’m not saying he got it right. 
What I am saying is that nobody bar 
Lyson shared his vantage point during the 
contest. Nobody bar Lyson sat on that 
officials’ stool, had their view impaired at 

the same moments nor heard everything 
he heard. Without any doubt, what he saw 
and heard differed to what everyone else 
saw and heard. To be clear, I disagreed 
with his scorecard but this, for context, 
wasn’t a card in any way comparable to CJ 
Ross or Adelaide Byrd being unfathomably 
kind to Canelo Alvarez against Floyd 
Mayweather and Gennady Golovkin in 
recent years.

What we are due, though, is a review 
of how fights are scored. There should 
be no doubt whatsoever that those who 
watch on a screen and are privy to the 
best angles at all times, and replays of 
punches that highlight which shots land, 
have a superior view to those sat on one 
side of the ring for an entire contest. This, 
of course, is why there are three judges 
sitting on different sides of the ring. But if 
one judge is close to the commentators 
or corners or certain fans it’s difficult to 
switch off the noise completely. 

This is where it gets complicated. There 
is also no substitute for being close to the 
action when examining the true effect and 
nuances of the punches on display. Even 
so, is it time to examine the feasibility 
of having at least one official watch the 
action on a screen behind the scenes, 
minus sound, who shares the vantage 
point of the vast majority of observers? 
Certainly we could begin to investigate the 
possibility. Cases of ‘robberies’ will never 
disappear but ensuring the right evidence 
is obtained will go some way to keeping 
them at bay.

A

Matt 

Christie 
@MattCBoxingNews

Editor

Follow us and keep up to date 

 @BoxingNewsED     BoxingNewsOnline

Photo: SHABAZ SHAFIQ/MTK GLOBAL

Cover photography

RYAN HAFEY/PBC
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GUEST COLUMN

RADITIONALLY, 
the 
heavyweights 
hold up boxing 
but, at the 
start of this 
millennium, the 
division went 
downhill. The 
Klitschkos were 
dominant for so 
long.

But 
heavyweight 
boxing is great 
right now. We’ve 
got Tyson Fury 
and Deontay 
Wilder, Anthony 

Joshua and Andy Ruiz, Dillian Whyte 
and Joe Joyce. Oleksandr Usyk is 
another tough guy…a beast. When 
they get together, it’ll be wonderful.

Presently, I think Fury is probably 
the best of what we’ve got; so 
awkward, such confidence. Look, 
nobody in the division wanted Wilder. 
Tyson was away for almost three 
years, put on 150lbs, was drinking 
and drugging. Then first thing he 
announces is ‘I want Wilder.’ The guy 
really is crazy! 

But Fury got himself in shape and 
delivered. Jack Reiss, the referee, is 
a good friend of mine and he told 
me that when Wilder dropped him 
heavily in round 12, Fury’s eyes didn’t 
open until the count was at ‘five’ but 
he jumps off the floor to hurt Wilder 
badly twice, with right hands. His 
standing grew a lot that night.  

I think Tyson needs the best 
available competition to get himself 
to that level. If you’re matched with 
a nobody, it’s hard to get motivated. 
But fighting someone that’ll 
challenge him, he gets himself ready. 
That’s a gift.

Wilder is a sensational puncher 
and he’s done everything asked of 
him. Trouble is, all the great trainers 
have passed on and the new guys are 
teaching a watered-down version of 
what boxing is. If I’m Wilder, fighting 
Tyson Fury, in my day, I’d have made 
sure I got to his belly; not tried, made 
sure. I’m gonna get there and break 
his ribs. He’s soft, a heavy-set guy. 

When I bust his body, his head 

comes down and I hit him on the 
chin. Fighters don’t do that anymore. 
I had a great teacher myself in Victor 
Valle. The lost arts need to be revived.

Recently, I called up Shelley Finkel 
and said: “Give me Wilder for two 
months, let me teach him how to 
throw some other punches, add 
something new to the tool box..” I 
want these guys to be great. 

Anthony Joshua still has the 
ability to be a superstar. He was a 
great representative of the world 
heavyweight championship. Years 
back, I saw Muhammad Ali walk 
down an aisle at an airport and he 
had a glow about him. “AJ” possesses 
that same magic. The night he beat 
Klitschko, he moved up a lot for me, 
but he threw it away. 

Joshua stands way too straight up 
in the pocket. He needs to step to the 
side, punch from angles, then when 
you’ve finished your punches, hold 
on! When caught, you gotta get your 
head down, get outta the way, grab 
hold of something.

In world class, you can’t just stand 
in front of a guy and let him punch 
you back 15 times. It’s basic tools. He 
needs to learn that but hasn’t had 
time because he was fast tracked, won 
the gold medal and may have listened 
to his mail too much. 

I was happy for Ruiz. I didn’t expect 
him to beat AJ first time, but I knew 
he was gonna test him, knew Ruiz was 
no slouch, knew he could fight. So 
he’s not the Adonis people want him 
to look. But I knew he was tough, a 
beast of a guy. He doesn’t just throw 
one or two shots at a time, he throws 
a dozen. He’d only lost one time, 
controversially.

Since claiming the heavyweight 
championship of the world, Ruiz’s 
confidence is going to sky rocket. 
This time he’ll be an even tougher 
proposition for AJ. 

For Joshua to stand any chance of 
retaining his belts, he’ll need to be 
really disciplined, use the straight jab 
and move! Don’t just stand there in 
front of the guy. I’m not sure if he can 
do it.

If I’d been fighting Joshua, I’d have 
loved him to stand in front of me. 
‘Do that just one more time for me!’ 
Crack. Over! 

HEAVYWEIGHTS HAVE A LOT TO LEARN

The division is exciting but the leaders are missing some fundamentals

Photo: ACTION IMAGES/ANDREW COULDRIDGE

MAKING 
MISTAKES: 
Wilder and Fury 
exchange punches

‘JOSHUA STILL HAS THE 
ABILITY TO BE A SUPERSTAR’ 

T

Gerry  
Cooney

Former top 

heavyweight 



CREDIT belongs to everyone 
who steps through the ropes, 
however, I had little interest 

in the recent fight between KSI and 
Logan Paul. This being said, these two 
individuals are clearly very good at their 
primary trade as YouTubers. 

Now that the dust has settled and the 
conclusions and their future in the sport, 
if any, are being debated, how about this 
for a suggestion… 

If, as these two gentlemen state, they 
intend to continue in the sport of boxing 
as fighters, they should revoke their 
professional licences, join their nearest 
amateur club and spend a few years 
learning their trade. 

I’m sure any amateur club would 
welcome them as a member – the 
potential publicity and revenue their 
involvement would generate could quite 
possibly secure the club’s long-term 
future. 

The wider benefits would be the 
attention drawn to grassroots boxing 

– helping to grow the sport from the 
ground up.
Jamie Ingleby

BUNCE IS BACK
I WAS so pleased to read that Steve 
Bunce is back contributing to Boxing 
News. I’ve been a fan of Steve’s slant 
on the noble art for many years. It’s 
awesome that he’s now part of the BN 
squad again. 

I also want to congratulate Eric Armit 
on being nominated for the International 
Boxing Hall of Fame. 

My great friend, Harold Lederman, 
used to rave about Eric. I had the honour 
of meeting Eric with Harold in the 1990s. 
I remember his stance on boxing was 
based on fairness and safety. Eric is a 
class act and the Hall of Fame would 
benefit from his inclusion. 
Mike Hills

TOP TOURNAMENTS
FOLLOWING the recent fights between 

Josh Taylor and Regis Prograis and Naoya 
Inoue and Nonito Donaire, superlatives 
have been doled out with more 
frequency than boxing organisations 
hand out belts. That’s largely because 
those amazing fights were a product 
of the fantastic format of the World 
Boxing Super Series. With the Golden 
Contract tournament also in progression, 
we should applaud promoters like the 
Sauerlands and MTK for ensuring boxing 
fans see the best versus the best, just like 
in any other sport. 

More of the same, please!
Shaun Rye

A GREAT TRIBUTE
THE new 110 Years of Boxing News 
special issue is truly a great tribute to 
the sport. The presentation is superb 
throughout, as is the historical content. 
All of the articles are brilliant.
Barrie Reader

FROM THE GROUND UP

LETTER OF  THE WEEK

LETTERS

ON TWITTER

@BoxingNewsED

ON FACEBOOK

www.facebook.com/boxingnewsonline
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GET YOUR VESTS:
Perhaps Paul and 
KSI should start at 
the beginning if 
they really want to 
progress in boxing

Photo: ACTION IMAGES/ANDREW COULDRIDGE
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HOW DOES THE REMATCH BETWEEN DEONTAY 

WILDER AND LUIS ORTIZ PLAY OUT THIS 

WEEKEND?

HOW MUCH OF A SHOT DO YOU GIVE JOHN RYDER 

OF UPSETTING CALLUM SMITH?

Dave  
Allen

I don’t think 
John Ryder is big 
enough to beat 
Callum Smith, 
who, for me, 
is elite at 168 

pounds and can 
go up to 175 and 
trouble everyone 

there. John is 
a top fighter, 

though, who is 
tough enough and 
clever enough to 
get the second 

half of the fight, 
which is where 
I think the fight 

may end. 

Mickey  
Helliet 

I think Smith is 
in a class of his 
own at super-

middle. This looks 
like a very tough 
assignment for 
Ryder. The only 

tactic I could see 
having any chance 
of causing Smith 
problems would 
be to close down 

the ring space and 
score with flurries 
at close quarters. 
But, as a betting 
man, I wouldn’t 
be putting any 

money on Ryder 
here.

Dan  
Sarkozi 

John Ryder is a 
quality boxer but 

Callum Smith 
appears to be a 
special talent. 

There aren’t many 
boxers in and 

around the super-
middleweight 

division I would 
give a chance of 
beating Callum.

Gary  
Logan 

Ryder is one of 
boxing’s true 

gents. Callum’s 
classy, too, and 

huge for the 
weight with those 

long dangerous 
levers of his. 
John’s got to 

bring it to Callum 
to achieve any 

success. Problem 
is, the Liverpool 

man loves it close 
range too. Callum 
in seven for me, 
I’m gutted to say.

Dave  
Allen

(Heavyweight 
contender)

I think if Ortiz 
couldn’t get the 
job done a few 
years ago, he 

won’t now. Age, 
I believe, has 

already caught up 
with him and he 
won’t be getting 
any better at this 

stage.

Mickey  
Helliet 

(Promoter & 
manager)

Wilder is a very 
clever puncher 
and will have 
improved for 

having bouts with 
Tyson Fury and 

Dominic Breazeale 
since the first 

fight. Ortiz looked 
old then so will 
probably have 

deteriorated. He 
came very close to 

derailing Wilder 
last time, so he 

at least has a live 
puncher’s chance.

Dan  
Sarkozi 
(Super-

welterweight)
I see it being 
one-sided in 

Wilder’s favour. 
I think Wilder is 

improving all the 
time, would have 
learnt from the 
first bout and is 
approaching his 
peak, whereas  

I think the 
opposite is 

true for Ortiz. 
It reminds me 
of the Canelo 
vs. Golovkin 2 

scenario.

Gary  
Logan 
(Boxing 
trainer)

So often winners 
of a titanic first 

tussle completely 
dominate in a 
return. Louis- 

Conn II, Pryor- 
Arguello II and 

Saad Muhammad-
Conteh II spring 
to mind. Ortiz is 
getting older and 

can’t go up the 
gears, whereas we 
know Wilder can. 
Wilder between 
rounds five and 

eight. 

WILD AT HEART

Some savage moments from the Deontay Wilder showreel

1. ARTUR SZPILKA

In a fight tougher than expected, Wilder found himself 
on the back foot as he measured Szpilka coming 
forward, waited for him to attack, then finished him 
with a short and devastating right hand. 

2. DOMINIC BREAZEALE

With a minute to go in the first round, Wilder fired 
in a hellacious right cross through the middle which 
penetrated Breazeale’s guard and crumpled him on to 
the canvas. 

3. SIARHEI LIAKHOVICH

Liakhovich, a former WBO champion, was finished by a 
brutal Wilder right hand in the very first round of their 
2013 bout. The impact of the shot left the Belarussian 
flat on his back and convulsing.

4. BERMANE STIVERNE

Two years after their first fight, which went the full 12 
rounds, Wilder dusted off Stiverne in far more decisive 
fashion. Inside the first round he overpowered him 
with heavy shots, forced him to the ropes and then had 
to be dragged from the Haitian by the referee. 

5. LUIS ORTIZ

Wilder appeared to be on his way to a first career 
defeat before turning the tables on Ortiz in their 2018 
slugfest. In round 10, he hurt the Cuban and ended 
up finishing him with a right uppercut, a punch rarely 
pulled from Wilder’s arsenal. 

6. ERIC MOLINA 

In this 2015 fight Wilder sent Molina to the canvas on 
multiple occasions before eventually bringing the fight 
to an end in the ninth round.

7. DAVID LONG

To set up this knockout Wilder touched Long with his 
jab and then fired a destructive right hand at Long’s 
ear. The recipient’s feet stayed locked in place while his 
body swayed left and hit the canvas. 

8. KELVIN PRICE

In a mark of his range and speed, the right hand Wilder 
used to crush Price was launched from the middle of 
the ring and resulted in Price flying back towards one 
of its four corners with a startled look on his face. 

9. MALIK SCOTT 

This right hand thrown in the first round seemed 
innocuous on the face of it, but it touched the sweet 
spot on Scott’s forehead and left his senses scrambled 
and his legs going off in different directions. 

10. AUDLEY HARRISON

There was a certain inevitability to this one as Wilder 
stalked a hesitant Harrison and waited for his right 
hand to land. When it finally did, Audley’s legs 
betrayed him and Wilder surrounded him, windmilling 
both arms in a corner, allowing A-Force no room to 
escape. 

10 COUNT

ON INSTAGRAM

boxingnewsonline
EMAIL

letters@boxingnewsonline.net
POST

Boxing News Letters, 120 Leman St, London, E1 8EU

THE PANEL
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THE BUNCE DIARIES

HERE was once an 
office at the back of 
the Fitzroy Lodge 
Amateur Boxing 
Club in Lambeth 
and that is where 
the club secretary 
went about his 
work. It was very 
formal and if you 
were invited in 
there it mostly 
meant you were in 
trouble.

The office is long 
gone, demolished 
one night by 
former Lodge boxer 
and professional 

trainer Howard Rainey – Big Howard 
took Colin McMillan all the way to a 

rare world title at the time and had his 
moments with Val Golding and Terry 
Dunstan. Rainey constructed an upstairs 
area from the rubble, built on dubious 
permission at best and for about thirty 
years the upstairs area has been part of 
the ancient railway arch. 

Mark Reigate has been in charge at 
the Lodge since Mick Carney’s death in 
2011 and he told me last week, during 
a visit, that there is some new money 
available to build two proper changing 
rooms, demolish the dodgy upstairs 
part and drag the place kicking and 
screaming from the last century. Reigate 
keeps a gym like the men did in the 
fifties and sixties and seventies; spotless 
floors swept every day and night, bins 
for rubbish, clean mirrors, a deep stink 
from the hanging gloves and a voice 
that rules. Not much has changed in 

the place as far as I can see in about 
fifty years. The photographs on the wall 
are just about the same as I remember 
them as boy.

One afternoon at the Lodge Manny 
Steward took pictures of the old 
contraptions that a legendary trainer 
called Freddie Hill had attached to 
the walls; he fixed a mix of cables and 
bars and springs, to be pulled, grabbed 
and pushed. Steward was there with 
Lennox Lewis, just training – Carney 
had refused a request, which came 
with the promise of a lot of cash, to let 
Lewis have the gym for months at a 
time. “It’s an amateur boxing club, not a 
private club for hire,” Carney explained. 
Steward, who came from exactly the 
same real amateur boxing background, 
understood and they agreed a deal 
for Lewis to use it if he was “stuck”. A 

Photos: DAVID ASHDOWN/THE INDEPENDENT/SHUTTERSTOCK, SCOTT RAWSTHORNE/UNKOWN BOXERS & ACTION IMAGES/ANDREW COULDRIDGE

THE OLD GYM
Fitzroy Lodge is 
being dragged 
kicking and 
screaming from 
the last century

T

Steve 

Bunce 
@BigDaddyBunce

Voice of  boxing
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BOXING LABORATORY: 
Mark Reigate [left, holding head guard] follows in the footsteps of Mick 
Carney [far left] who once turned down a plea from Lennox Lewis [top]

few days before Anthony Joshua and 
Wladimir Klitschko fought, I was filming 
with Lennox at the Lodge. “I always liked 
this place, it’s real,” Lennox told me. He 
is right about the old girl.

There are even some modern gyms 
that give the same sense of real history, 
old history when you walk through 
the doors. But, it is the old ones, the 
hard-to-find gyms, the ones they love 
in movies that provide the full thrill. The 
subterranean Hove retreat of Ronnie 
Davies is like that, Repton is like that 
and even the Peacock in London’s 
east end feels like it opened its doors 
a century ago. And the boxing palace 
of salvation that Brian Hughes built in 
Collyhurst and Moston even feels like a 
gym from a movie. Proper boxing gyms. 
A visit to any or all of the above should 
be essential to all boxing fans. 

Movies, however, also need a venue 
and once again York Hall, once coldly 
dismissed and condemned, is the 
star of another film, its latest cameo. 
I recently missed the cinema premier 
of a short boxing film called Shadow 

Boxer, starring former pro boxer, Chris 
Evangelou. He also shared the writing 
on the project. The fight is set at York 

Hall, all shadow and light and filmed 
over one round of a title fight.

It’s just the latest film or documentary 
about the game out there at the 
moment, with as many as 20 films that 
I know of currently being made, edited, 
filmed, fantasized about and even 
abandoned. Also, there must be a 100 
boxers in Britain alone with a camera 
crew or solo operator 
following them and 
making a film about 
their career and life. 
It’s mayhem backstage 
in the corridors at a 
big show with all the 
random camera action. 
In the last three months 
I have been asked to 
work on films about 
amateur boxers with 
Olympic dreams, exiled heavyweights, 
great British fighters, documentaries 
about a couple of promoters and one 
about ancient fights. It is close to a 
weekly ritual, receiving a call from 
somebody requesting an interview.  

Evangelou sent me through a copy 
of the film, it lasts just 11 minutes. And 
Evangelou, by the way, did actually fight 

at York Hall and I like a boxing film 
with credentials like that. I enjoyed the 
short film, well done to all involved for 
getting something off the ground and 
up on the screen. It is not easy turning a 
vision into a film. 

In 2000 I went to Texas to film 
the USA Women’s amateur boxing 
championship for the BBC. We 

made a 30-minute 
documentary that 
was in front of the 
curve, a serious look at 
women’s sport. There 
was nothing in 2000 
like this about women 
in hockey, rugby, 
cricket and football. 
The boxing women 
led the way and we 
found delinquents, 

runaways, lesbian couples, models, 
mums and some cracking boxers at 
that tournament. It was called Ladies 

Who Punch – the title was not my idea 
– and the plan is to go back and find 
the champions and losers that were 
featured. It is not easy getting a proper 
boxing film commissioned, trust me.  
I will give it my best shot.

REIGATE KEEPS 
A GYM LIKE 

THE MEN DID 
IN THE SIXTIES, 
SEVENTIES AND 

EIGHTIES



Highlighting the best  
of  the week’s stories

WWW.BOXINGNEWSONLINE.NET
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NEWS AND OPINION 

Photo: MARK ROBINSON/MATCHROOM

ENTICING SEQUEL: 
The Ruiz-Joshua return will 
cost £24.95 to watch on  
Sky Sports Box Office
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DAM SMITH has 
been employed by 
Sky Sports for 25 
years. He’s gone from 
the backup boxing 
commentator to 
the channel’s Head 

of Boxing and he’s overseen some of the 
biggest productions the sport has ever 
delivered. Yet there’s still this idea, among 
a section of boxing’s hardcore fans, that 
he doesn’t know what he’s doing.

Smith admits the criticism Sky Sports 
gets, predominantly on social media, is 
a source of frustration. He reads some 
of it. He takes on board the opinions 
from those he respects. Yet Smith, a man 
so entrenched in Sky Sports it’s difficult 
to steer conversation away from the 
company he represents, is visibly annoyed 
when his ability to do his job is called into 
question by people who have no idea 
what his job entails.

That he doubles his role as Head 
of Boxing with being the station’s lead 
commentator means he’s very much in 
the firing line before he put his head 
above ground and the microphone to his 
mouth. It’s not easy to keep boxing fans 
happy, even in recent months when the 
sport has produced several exceptional 
battles, of which most were broadcast by 
Sky Sports. 

It’s a period that followed a slower start 
to the year for the network. Following the 
February O2 bill topped by Sergio Garcia’s 
win over Ted Cheeseman, in a rare public 
ouburst against Matchroom’s Eddie 
Hearn, Smith spoke out about what he 
deemed to be falling standards from the 
UK promoter with whom Sky Sports have 
long had an exclusive deal. 

Hearn, of course, has seen his 
reputation among the hardcore in Britain 
plummet in recent years. Once hailed as 
something of a saviour, the development 
of the Sky Sports Box Office platform with 
Hearn at the helm, and his involvement 
in the USA with DAZN, has led to 
accusations from some that 
the promoter is filling his 
pockets at the expense 
of the sport and its 
fans.

The station has 
seriously upped its 
game since June. 
Anthony Joshua’s 
US showcase 
with Andy Ruiz 
Jnr, a late substitute 
for Jarrell Miller, 
had been met with 
lukewarm previews. But 
the reviews, after Ruiz 
went from doughboy 
to destroyer in a little 
over 20 minutes, were 
significantly better. 
The unexpected 
thriller, which saw 
Joshua surrender his 
WBA, WBO and IBF 
heavyweight titles in 
seven rounds laced 
with knockdowns and 
drama, is used by Smith 
when addressing the 
most common gripe aimed at Sky Sports: 
That issue of bias.

“It irks me when people say we’re 
biased,” Smith tells Boxing News. “We’re 
not biased at all. Listen back to the 
Anthony Joshua-Andy Ruiz commentary. 

“Were we biased towards AJ that night 
because he’s our ambassador? Were we 
biased because he’s carried the flag for 
so many years? No. When Matt [Macklin] 
and I, Paulie [Malignaggi], Paul Smith, Carl 
Froch or whoever is commentating pick 

up the mic, we’re totally unbiased 
and we call it as we see it. We 

might get it right and we 
might get wrong, it’s 

all very subjective, 
but there is not one 
iota of bias when 
we pick up that 
microphone. 

“As a company, 
do we want Joshua 

to be successful? 
Does British boxing 

want him to be 
successful? Of course. 

You look at it like that… 
but as far as when we 
pick up the mic, [the 
perception of bias] 
upsets me.”

That notion of 
‘Matchroom bias’. Don’t 
get Smith started.

“I believe I’ve got 
the most passionate 
and hard-working 
team anywhere in Sky 
Sports,” he continues. 
“It’s a small team. We 
drive huge amounts 

of content on digital, we had to lose 
Ringside and we replaced it with daily 
digital content. We have great access and 
we’re ensconced in the sport and have 
been long before I got here. Bias doesn’t 
even come into it.” ³

A

THE MAN  
IN CHARGE

‘IT IRKS ME 
WHEN PEOPLE 

SAY WE’RE 
BIASED... THERE 

IS NO BIAS 
WHEN WE PICK 
UP THAT MIC’

Adam Smith talks to Matt Christie about the Sky Sports Boxing business, his concerns 
surrounding DAZN, that pay-per-view price increase and the issue of commentary bias
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³�Smith makes the candid point that 
while the likes of ITV Box Office and 
others continue to dip their toes into the 
market, largely because they’ve witnessed 
the audiences boasted by Sky Sports, his 
employers are in it for the long haul.

“People have said you shouldn’t ‘play’ 
at boxing therefore the YouTubers [KSI 
and Logan Paul] shouldn’t get in and do 
it. I say, some TV companies have played 
in boxing. We haven’t. We’ve been loyal 
and supportive and I believe we’ve given 
a lot back to the sport. We don’t always 
get it right, we make mistakes and we 
learn and we move forwards,” Smith says 
before naming one broadcasting rival he 
has the utmost respect for. 

“We want to do everything, but we 
can’t. We realise that Frank Warren has 
got a great stable at BT Sport with Daniel 
Dubois, the Young British Boxer of the 
Year, Josh Warrington, Anthony Yarde 
and lots of others. They have a great 
stable over there.

“That’s another thing that irks me. 
People think we don’t give support to 
anyone outside of Matchroom. I always 
watch their shows. I love them and I 
support them.

“In my opinion, Tyson Fury is the 
best heavyweight in the world but we’re 
covering Wilder and Joshua and everyone 
else. I’m not afraid to say that about 
Tyson. I do believe we produce a great 
deal on Sky. Sometimes we get lucky 
and the fights go above and beyond 
expectation. We got [Naoya] Inoue-
[Nonito] Donaire late, we got Canelo[-
Kovalev] late.”

Five days before Sky announced they 
would be showing Canelo-Kovalev, Smith 
told Boxing News it was unlikely they’d 
be able to. The budget had been used 
on fights like Errol Spence Jnr-Shawn 
Porter and the impending Wilder-Luis 
Ortiz return. But Smith was keen to get 
Alvarez’s jump to light-heavyweight for 

Sky Sports customers. 
“It’s important to us to show the 

important fights but sometimes I go 
to the tin and there’s no money in 
it, literally,” Smith explains about the 
problems faced by anyone managing a 
budget. “So I have to get creative, maybe 
that’s robbing Peter to pay Paul a little 
bit on domestic productions or finding 
a way to do something slightly cheaper 
but also it can go into other sports. My 
best friends at Sky Sports are the Head 
of Football and the Head of Cricket, 
and I go to them and I say, ‘Is there a 
way if you didn’t do one of your outside 
broadcasts, is there a way we can, maybe, 
help each other?’ 

“We work together 
in unison. They have 
their budgets and 
it’s hard. I’ll only do 
that if my back is up 
against the wall and  
I really feel I need to.”

The most recent 
attack from fans 
came from the issue 
of pay-per-view. It 
was announced a 
little over a week 
after Sky staged the 
rich contest between 
YouTuber debutants KSI and Logan Paul 
on Box Office – a bout that sent many 
of the hardcore round the twist – with 
a price tag of £9.95, that December 7’s 
highly desirable rematch between Joshua 
and Ruiz would be priced at £24.95; a 
five-pound rise on the first fight and yet 
more outlay on top of Sky’s monthly 
subscription fees. A quick calculation will 
tell you that even if the event attracts just 
500,000 buys, that’s a hefty £2.5million 
in extra profits from the £5 price rise 
alone. Not bad returns at a time when 
companies all over the world are 
producing their end-of-year accounts.

Smith, with his manager’s hat firmly 
in place and highly unlikely to be 
orchestrator of the price hike, does his 
best to explain the increase.

“We don’t take choices around price 
lightly and always consider our customers 
in any decision,” he says. “But we’ve 
shown in recent months that Sky Sports 
Box Office has tiers of events and is 
flexible on our pricing. The recent event 
from Los Angeles involving KSI and Logan 
Paul saw huge interest and was available 
for £9.95, we feel that Ruiz v Joshua 
II is significantly bigger and is priced 
accordingly.” 

It’s an explanation that won’t ease 
the frustration felt by some paying 

customers. There is 
an admission that 
fights deemed worthy 
of Box Office will be 
viewed on a case-
by-case basis. Some 
events will cost more 
than others. Battles 
between YouTubers 
are yours for a tenner 
but if you want the 
cream of the crop, 
expect to pay more. 
It’s not a completely 
satisfactory response, 

but in a UK economy where even the 
big companies are under pressure, it’s 
understandable purely from a business 
point of view. 

Smith and the issue of business, the 
Sky Sports business, remains a priority 
for a man who continues to juggle the 
affections of both boxing fans and his 
employers. Eddie Hearn’s aforementioned 
deal with DAZN grabbed the headlines 
last year, and almost immediately raised 
questions about the promoter’s long-
term relationship with Sky Sports. For 
now, DAZN and Sky Sports work together 
as broadcasting partners, but speculation 
is mounting that they could soon 
become rivals if, and more likely when, 
the streaming giants make their play in 
the UK.

“They’re putting a lot of money into 
it and they’ve got a huge amount of 
people, good people, working for them,” 
Smith says about DAZN. “Whether it 
works in the long run we wait and see. 
The US is a difficult market to crack. 
Showtime and HBO have had their pay-
per-view models for a long time. You 
look at DAZN’s other sports, they’ve got 
a few bits and pieces but they haven’t got 
an anchor US sport – an NFL, a baseball 
or a basketball. They might need that. Or 
maybe they won’t.

“The big question, the elephant in the 
room, is when are they going to launch in 
the UK? Because at the moment we work 
side-by-side with them. I’m enjoying that.

“Eddie’s got a contract with us which 
he has long had and it’s got a couple of 

LATE SIGNING: 
Canelo clumps 
Kovalev in a recent 
Sky Sports offering

‘IF DAZN 
DANGLE A HUGE 

CARROT IN 
FRONT OF EDDIE 
MAYBE THINGS 
WILL CHANGE’

STUNNING: 
Ruiz attacks Joshua en 
route to scoring a  
massive upset
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years to run. After that we’ll have to hope 
that he remains here, which I think he 
will, but a lot of people are saying he’ll go 
off to DAZN. That is something that will 
work itself out in the coming months. I’m 
confident that he knows what we have 
as a business partnership, not only the 
boxing, but also the darts and a lot of 
other stuff that Matchroom have had for 
many, many years.

“We’re not stupid. There’s a lot of 
money flying round. If they dangle a 
huge carrot in front of him then maybe 
he’ll do something different.”

No doubt Sky Sports Boxing will 
continue to be a major player in the 
sport, with or without Eddie Hearn. 
Already the network have invited the 
burgeoning promotional outfit, MTK 

Global, into the fray with their Golden 

Contract competition to ensure all British 
broadcasting dates are filled. 

Adam Smith has no intention of going 
anywhere, either. But whether his long-
term future is sitting at ringside with a 
microphone in his hand is another matter.

“I love being the leader of Sky Sports 
Boxing and one of the best things about 
my job is having better people around 
me. The team is filled with great people. 
But my greatest passion is being six feet 
away from the ring and calling the action.

“People can say what they want 
out there and they can form their 
own opinions. I have no ego. I’m not 
interested in that. I don’t care if people 
say I’m the best or the worst or whatever. 
“I do the best I can and my team does 

the best they can. And, you know, we 
must be doing something right to have 
done loads of successful box office events 
and keeping Sky really, really, current in 
the boxing world.

“Boxing is my business, it keeps me 
gripped. It’s wildly exciting. But I never, 
ever, think I have earned the right to keep 
calling the biggest fights. I work very, 
very hard every day and I work hard to 
improve and make sure we all improve. 

“A big role for me now is to encourage 
the young to come through and to 
make sure we’ve got the next generation 
coming through. I’ve done what I’ve 
always dreamed of, and that’s to become 
a boxing commentator. Now I just want 
the best for the team, for Sky and, above 
all, our customers.” bn

Photo: JOE CAMPOREALE/USA TODAY SPORTS
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As Kovalev 
rules out 
retirement, 
the 
Russian’s 
performance 
against 
Alvarez 
inspires 
others to try 
and beat the 
Mexican

ERGEY KOVALEV 
has had a hard time 
of it of late.

The fights he 
has won have been 
gruelling, while the 
defeats, three in the 

last three-and-a-half years, have been 
crushing, hard to take and slowly ushering 
him towards retirement.

Now 36, the Russian is without a title, 
having earlier this month been stopped 
in 11 rounds by Saul “Canelo” Alvarez, 
and would be forgiven for walking off into 
the sunset with his career-high payday. 
But that, according to his promoter, Kathy 
Duva, isn’t the plan – not yet anyway.

“In the end, the decision is his, but 
in the ring he told me he was going to 
fight again,” Duva told Bad Left Hook. “So 
I don’t expect he’s going to change his 
mind. It was Canelo’s speed that made the 
difference in the end. Sergey’s not going 
to encounter that speed with bigger guys.”

Some before the fight suggested 
Kovalev, 34-4-1 (29), was simply happy to 
have been chosen by Canelo. They said he 
was happy to be there, happy to surrender 
his WBO light-heavyweight title for the 
kind of money only the Mexican can these 
days guarantee. Yet Duva says this is wide 
of the mark and reckons Kovalev not only 
believed he would win the fight but wasn’t 
too far away from doing so on the night, 
either.

“Of course he’s quite disappointed, 
because wow, he came so close,” she said. 
“But he fought a great fighter, he made 
one mistake, Canelo 
made him pay, that’s 
how it works.

“Listen, all praise 
to Canelo, he took it 
away from him. That’s 
what the chess match is 
about, it’s about taking 
away your opponent’s 
strongest asset.

“In the end, we 
thought Sergey’s right 
hand would be the 
determining factor 
and Canelo thought his body punching 
would be the determining factor. Turns 
out neither one of them was. Sergey took 
the body shots and Canelo shut down his 
right hand. So, that’s why they fight the 
fights. [It was] not what anybody would 
have ever expected.”

Billy Joe Saunders, meanwhile, says 
he is prepared to chase Alvarez all the way 
to light-heavyweight if it means securing 

what he believes he deserves. It is strongly 
rumoured he could get the Mexican in 
May 2020.

Saunders, a natural middleweight and 
former WBO champion at that weight, 
is currently enjoying his reign as WBO 
super-middleweight champion, though 
flattered to deceive a defence against 
Marcelo Coceres on November 9. 

The Hatfield man, clearly in need of a 
serious test, said the performance in Los 
Angeles didn’t warrant a fight against the 
likes of Canelo and Daniel Jacobs but that 
clearly won’t stop his pursuit of them. 
Saunders, 29-0 (14), told Sky Sports: “It’d 
be a very tough challenge but there is 
something inside of me that I’ve known 
since day one when I turned pro. I knew 
our paths would cross and I’m 100 per 
cent sure that I’d beat him.

“I might move up to 175lbs and then 
I become mandatory to him. He either 
fights me or vacates. Give me a fair 
playing field and I know I have the beating 
of him. I do have the lock to undo Canelo. 
I’m feeling the best I have, I’m ready to 

S

Photo: AMANDA WESTCOTT/DAZN

IN DEMAND: 
Canelo is being targeted 
from inside and outside  
the boxing world

‘MAYWEATHER 
IS THE ONLY 

MAN TO BEAT 
HIM. I KNOW 
I CAN BE THE 

SECOND’

CANELO IS A  M
THIS weekend, at Abbey Road in 
London, approximately 20 former 
champions, including John Conteh 
and John H Stracey, will descend 
upon the historic recording studios 
to unleash some heavenly sounds 
as Never Give Up, Never Give In, the 
Ringside Rest and Care anthem set for 
general release next year, is recorded.
“It should be a very interesting day, 
especially if you have heard some 
of them sing,” joked Ringside’s Paul 
Fairweather.

Many thanks to Tommy Dix from 
The Venure ABC in Birkenhead who 
raised a tremendous amount for the 
cause recently.

The limited edition Ringside Care 
Bears are now available at £11.99 each 
to go alongside the rest of the RR&C 
merchandise that has contributed so 
many funds to the cause this year. 

Please contact Paul Fairweather (on 
07752322248 or paulfair4@btinternet.
com) to buy direct or visit Andy 
Brace’s ‘Worldwide Signings’ shop in 
Romford.

Everyone at Ringside Rest and 
Care would like to thank everyone 
involved in making it such a good year 
regarding generating funds. Many 
thousands have been raised as charity 
status was achieved and we’re well 
on our way to beating our target. But 
we still need your help to make the 
residential care home for ex-boxers in 
need a reality.

If anyone wants to help and make 
a donation, monthly or even just a 
one-off, please contact Karen Knight 
on 07766886580 or email kazzie29@
hotmail.co.uk.

Finally, and not for the first (or last) 
time, we appeal to promoters to step 
forward and be a part of our cause. 
We look forward to hearing from you.

To others in the sport, we thank you 
again for being so generous in 2019.

RINGSIDE 
REST AND 
CARE
The latest update from the RR & C 
team behind the care home venture
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rock and roll, I want these big fights.
“It’s the fight that I want next. I want 

Canelo because they keep saying he’s 
the best. Floyd Mayweather is the only 
man to beat him, but I know I can be the 
second man to beat him.”

It’s a statement hard to take seriously 
on the surface given Saunders’ recent 
form but, equally, if you know anything 
about Billy Joe Saunders and the talent 
he possesses, you’ll know he’s far more 
likely to have fun and look good against 
someone like Canelo Alvarez than he is 
against someone like Marcelo Coceres. As 
bizarre as it sounds, it’s true.

Also bizarre was UFC star Jorge 
Masvidal this week claiming he is “10-
times the athlete” Canelo Alvarez is and 
suggesting it takes more to be a mixed 
martial artist than it does to be a boxer.

The popular welterweight, recently 
seen stopping Nate Diaz in New York, has 
been calling for a fight against Alvarez for 
a couple of weeks and doesn’t seem in the 
mood to settle down. In fact, he is now 
adamant he not only wants to box Alvarez 

– in a ring, in his domain – but that what 
he does in the Octagon is beyond the 
capabilities of the Mexican superstar.

“I consider myself 10 times the athlete 
[Canelo] is just because of MMA in 
general,” Masvidal told the Dan Le Batard 
Show on ESPN.

“All the strength, speed and power you 
have to generate to throw one kick is like 
throwing 10 right hands. The energy it 
takes to wrestle and pick somebody up in 
the air... boxing’s just your weight, nobody 
cares.

“If I could shift those energy blocks and 
bring them down to boxing where I’m 
throwing 80 or 90 punches a round, I feel 
I could hurt this dude.

“I definitely agree that if [Alvarez] was 
to go to MMA, it wouldn’t be a challenge 
because I’ve thrown 10,000 left high-kicks 
in a month and he’s never done one.

“It’s kind of the same thing to boxing, 
where if I’ve thrown a million jabs, then 
he’s thrown 10 million because that’s all 
his focus.

“That being said, there’s still an element 

that I could put his ass to sleep. Maybe I 
don’t hit harder, but I’m definitely bigger.”

The last time a mixed martial artist 
shared a boxing ring with a professional 
boxer it didn’t turn out well for Conor 
McGregor in Las Vegas. However, 
Masvidal says a fight between him and 
Alvarez would be an entirely different 
proposition and that the awkwardness 
McGregor brought to the table against 
Mayweather would be just the tip of the 
iceberg.

“I could definitely make a statement 
and even it out for MMA, my sport,” he 
said. “There [are] still things in boxing that 
are a part of boxing. I just feel I could beat 
him up in some areas. Does he have a 
better jab and left hook than me? Yeah, 
of course. But there’s still elements where 
I could make it awkward for him, just like 
Conor did to Mayweather.

“Those are the mountains I like to scale. 
If I’m going into boxing, I want the best 
guy they got.”

Somehow Masvidal’s logic is both 
admirable and flawed.

 MAN IN DEMAND

www.boxfituk.com | 01708 320 320 | sales@boxfituk.com    BoxfitUKStore    boxfituk    boxfituk

Everything you need for the perfect 
boxing gift this Christmas in one place.

FIND THE ULTIMATE BOXING GIFT

ONLINE TODAY!
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PLAYING WITH  FIRE
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bifida, a birth defect, while Ortiz has a 
daughter, Lis, who left Cuba with her 
father when she was four years old in 
search of treatment for epidermolysis 
bullosa, a condition that causes skin to be 
fragile and blister easily. 

On learning of Ortiz’s struggle, 
Wilder agreed to face him last 
year and will likely always 
have a soft spot for a man 
he now looks to damage 
with hard punches. 

“We have similarities,” 
Wilder said before the 
pair’s first fight. “His 
daughter suffers from 
something like mine 
did. That takes money to 
be treated properly and to 
support the family. I looked at 
him as a father and from one father to 
another father that loves their family, 
and loves their children, I said, ‘I’ve got to 
give him an opportunity to support his 
family.’”

The fact Wilder sees no issue doing 

Ortiz another favour – this despite Ortiz 
failing performance-enhancing drug 
tests in 2014 and 2017 – is a testament 
to the self-belief the Alabama native 
possesses. That and his punch power, of 
course, which, in terms of getting out of 

jail, is every bit as effective as a Rita 
Hayworth poster on the wall. 

Jail last time looked like 
this: Ortiz did everything 

right for half of the fight 
and managed to shine 
a light on everything 
Wilder does wrong. 
Steady, well-balanced 

and composed, the 
challenger claimed the 

centre of ring, refused to 
relinquish it, and went about 

breaking Wilder up with jabs, body 
shots and skilled footwork. He cut the 
ring off when it needed cutting off. He 
punched when it was time to punch. He 
covered up when he saw the muscles 
in Wilder’s chest contract and sensed 
a punch was about to be uncoiled. ³�

BEST 

BETS

AN inside-schedule victory for 
one of the heavyweights looks 

almost certain, hence the 1/8 odds 
on the fight not going 12 rounds. 

More appealing might be the 
option of under nine rounds 

(2/5) or simply Wilder by 
KO or DQ at 1/3. 

YING WITH  FIRE
Elliot Worsell examines  
the rematch of a 2018 
heavyweight humdinger

++++  MAIN EVENT 

++++  UNDERCARD

HE climax of their 
thrilling first fight 
offered Deontay 
Wilder the perfect 
get-out, that is, the 
chance to never 
again have to deal 

with problematic Cuban southpaw Luis 
Ortiz. Yet what preceded his 10th-round 
stoppage win made enough of a case for 
Ortiz to chase a second chance and a 
rematch to take place, which it does this 
Saturday (November 23) at the MGM 
Grand, Las Vegas.  

That it takes place speaks to a few 
things. Firstly, it says a lot for Wilder’s 
fearlessness and his desire to clear up 
any grey areas on a record dominated 
by knockouts of the clean, conclusive 
variety. Secondly, it says a lot for the WBC 
heavyweight champion’s reluctance to 
go down the same path of Tyson Fury as 
he waits to rematch the “Gypsy King” at 
some point in 2020. 

Instead of killing time against soft 
touches, Wilder seems happy to risk 
everything he has, and all he could get, to 
go over old ground in what could amount 
to a hiding to nothing. After all, should 
he stop Ortiz again Wilder will merely be 
repeating a trick he performed in March 
2018. Lose, though, and everything goes 
up in smoke. 

“He’s a very smart fighter, he’s a counter 
puncher, he’s great at what he does,” said 
Wilder, outlining some one of the reasons 
why most heavyweights tend to avoid 
Ortiz. “I can understand why I’m the only 
person in the top 10 – top five really – 
giving him an opportunity.”

Another reason Wilder appears happy 
to again oblige Ortiz: Wilder’s daughter, 
Naieya, was born in 2005 with spina 

T

PROUD CHAMP:
Wilder prepares for 
the 10th defence of 

his WBC 
heavyweight title

STILL HUNGRY: 
But Ortiz is surely 
in decline at the 
age of 40
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turn things around with just one punch. 
A solid investment, soon the mere threat 
of Wilder connecting flush on an exposed 
chin had Ortiz cautious of going for the 
finish, then tired, then eager to return to 
the calm, measured fight of before. A fast-
paced shootout was something new to 
Ortiz, at odds with his style and mentality, 
but now he was stuck in one with no 
escape plan. 

Wilder, in stark contrast, is more alive 
in a shootout – certainly more dangerous 
– than he is in anything resembling a 
boxing match. For it is in a shootout he 
can do away with any pretence of style 
or technique and simply 
pit his power and heart 
against the power and 
heart of his opponent. If 
stripped back like this, few 
can match Wilder, a truth 
hammered home to Ortiz 
when stopped in the 10th 
round. 

“We are correcting 
things from the last fight 
[with Wilder] that won’t 
happen in the rematch,” said Ortiz. “A lot 
of things happened in the camp and in 
the fight and even in the hours before 
the fight. 

“There are no excuses and it won’t 
happen like it did last time. I have one of 
the best physical trainers and my trainer 
is 100 per cent on me. My condition is 
100 per cent. I know for a fact I won’t gas 
out on the night of the fight.”

Whether he gasses out or not remains 
to be seen, but Ortiz is a 40-year-old 
heavyweight whose style has never been 
conducive to a particularly gruelling, 

high-paced fight. When he wins, he wins 
on his terms, at his speed, usually to the 
frustration of the watching audience. 
He is surgical. He is economical. He is in 
control. 

In fact, the very thing that made him a 
danger for Wilder in the opening rounds 
of their first fight is also what made him 
vulnerable against Wilder in the second 
half. Good when in control but a mess 
when losing it, Ortiz is liable to unravel 
when removed from his comfort zone 
and asked to work at a younger man’s 
speed. 

Wilder, far more adaptable, is young 
in heavyweight terms. At 
34, he is also close to his 
athletic prime and close 
to the finished article, 
if cackhandedly drawn. 
We now know, having 
seen plenty of the good 
and bad, that his only 
consistency is the extreme 
punch power which travels 
with him and remains true 
from rounds one to 12. It 

comes with no warning, and won’t be easy 
on the eye, but this power ensures Wilder, 
41-0-1 (39), is dangerous for every second 
of a fight and, moreover, knowing this 
ensures he stays relaxed and confident for 
the same length of time. All in all, it makes 
him a fighter easy to talk about beating 
but far tougher to actually beat. 

On Saturday a lot will depend on the 
freshness of Ortiz, 31-1 (26), whose form, 
since losing to Wilder, has included wins 
against Razvan Cojanu, Travis Kauffman 
and Christian Hammer. Each were 
low-key affairs in which he schooled 

³�Essentially, Ortiz, the thinking man’s 
heavyweight, was in control. His feet were 
better, his shots straighter, and stabbing 
jabs and crosses to Wilder’s torso had the 
champion beating his chest in frustration 
because it was all he could hit clean. 

By the seventh round, as Wilder moved 
less and traded more, Ortiz was landing 
at will and appeared seconds away from 
stopping a champion whose eyes were 
now the size of Olympic pools. 

“In that round I was talking to myself 
and was very clear about what was going 
on,” Wilder recalled. “I was buzzed, highly 
buzzed, but I had my consciousness and 
was coaching myself.

“I knew if I smothered him, he couldn’t 
release his punches or get enough steam 
to hit me flush.

“When I survived the seventh round 
and came out for the eighth, Ortiz 
charged me. I made sure to come back 
with two punches, not to hurt him, but to 
let him know I’m still here.”

More than just there, Wilder was there 
and firing, his faith placed in an ability to 
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PART II:
Wilder and Ortiz  

go to battle again 
on Sky Sports 

Action in  
the UK and FOX  
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‘MY BODY 
IS 100 PER 

CENT. I KNOW 
FOR A FACT I 
WON’T GAS 
OUT AGAIN’ 
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DEONTAY WILDER  LUIS ORTIZ
Bronze Bomber NICKNAME King Kong

Oct 10, 1985/34 DOB/AGE Mar 29, 1979/40

Tuscaloosa, AL HOMETOWN Miami, FL

American NATIONALITY Cuban

41-0-1 (40) RECORD 31-1 (26)

Orthodox STANCE  Southpaw

Nov 15, 2008/23 DEBUT/AGE Feb 16, 2010/30

95 KO PERCENTAGE 77

136 ROUNDS BOXED 154

1/6 ODDS 9/2
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He appears to have softened Ortiz up – 
made a dent in him, to be exact – and 
then allowed 20 months to pass and 
three other men to exert him a bit too. 
Now feeling generous enough to give 
him another chance, he will be aware 
the Ortiz of 20 months ago was a force, 
one he just about overcame, but just as 
aware Ortiz probably isn’t the same force 
in 2019. 

If correct, Wilder can survive some 
more awkward moments – Ortiz will 
remain the better technician for as long 
as he can stand – to grind out a stoppage 
in the second half of the fight. Again. 

The pick of a very strong undercard 
at the MGM Grand sees controversial 
Mexican Luis Nery take on 
Puerto Rican Emmanuel 
Rodriguez over 12 rounds in 

a battle of former bantamweight world 
champions. 

Nery, 30-0 (24), holds two wins over 
Shinsuke Yamanaka and has pieced 
together 11 stoppages in a row but had 
his reputation blackened somewhat by a 
failed performance-enhancing drug test 
(for Zilpaterol) he delivered ahead of his 
first fight with Yamanaka in 2017. (Nery 
claimed he had failed the drug test due 
to food contamination and a negative 
B sample allowed him to keep the WBC 
belt he had taken from his Japanese 
opponent.) 

Rodriguez, meanwhile, appeared to 
be one of the hottest prospects in world 
boxing before the monstrous Naoya 

Inoue got hold of him in 
May and stopped him in 
two rounds. Wins over Jason 
Moloney and Paul Butler, 
against whom he won his IBF 
bantamweight title, had many 
excited about Rodriguez’s 
potential and some were even 

siding with him ahead of his fight against 
Inoue in Scotland. But ultimately he was 
no match for the Japanese star and now 
Rodriguez, 19-1 (12), attempts to return 
to winning ways against Nery, hardly the 
kindest of comeback fights. 

Also on the card, Brandon Figueroa, 
20-0 (15), and Julio Ceja, 32-4 (28), face 
off at super-bantamweight, while Leo 
Santa Cruz, 36-1-1 (19), meets Miguel 
Flores, 24-2 (12), for the vacant WBA 
super-featherweight championship. bn

 
THE VERDICT Wilder and Ortiz will 
be exciting for as long as it lasts.  
in just his third fight.

opponents he was meant to school in 
fights watched by very few people. This 
enabled Ortiz to keep his heart rate 
low, his profile low, and operate like the 
technician he has always been. His kind of 
fights. His kind of opponents. 

Yet Wilder is a different animal and this 
fight, too, is different to fights in which 
Ortiz usually excels. It is, like Wilder, big, 
loud and vital. It places Ortiz front and 
centre and asks a 40-year-old man to 
keep up with a champion six years his 
junior who will, at some stage, crack him 
with the kind of power that proved too 
much for him in 2018. 

Ominously, the power won’t have 
changed. It won’t have diminished. It 
won’t be distributed differently. But 
what might have changed, crucially, is 
both Wilder’s ability to decide when 
and how to use it and Ortiz’s ability 
to either get out of its way or soak it 
up. As experienced as Ortiz is, don’t 
underestimate the impact a knockout 
loss has on a fighter desperate to avoid it 
happening again.  

Experience, of course, can work in 
one of two ways. It can either provide 
knowledge and an awareness Ortiz lacked 
first time around, or it can provide an 
awareness a fighter would rather do 
without, one better described as wariness 
or, in some cases, fear. 

For Ortiz, there will be a fine line 
between a sensible approach and a 
scared approach. If sensible, as he was 
for half of their first fight, he has the tools 
to present Wilder with every one of the 
same problems he struggled to solve in 
Brooklyn. He will again be too clever for 
him, too cute for him and too good for 
him. If, however, Ortiz is scared, which is 
to say expecting the “Bronze Bomber” to 
detonate, it could have a more adverse 
effect on his overall performance and 
leave him burning the kind of nervous 
energy he really needs to save. 

Wilder is a master of timing, both with 
punches and, in this case, matchmaking. 

UNDERCARD STARS:
Santa Cruz and 
Flores are set to 
clash in Las Vegas
Photo: STEPHANIE TRAPP/

TGB

BRUISING:
Wilder tags Ortiz in 
their wild first 
encounter
Photo: RYAN HAFEY/PBC
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FTER three 
consecutive fights 
outside of the UK, 
Liverpool’s Callum 
Smith returns 
home this Saturday 
(November 23) to 

defend his WBA super-middleweight 
crown for the second time. Performing 
at the M&S Bank Arena on Merseyside, 
the unbeaten 29-year-old takes on his 
mandatory challenger, countryman  
and Matchroom Boxing teammate,  
John Ryder. 

“It’s good to be back in Liverpool,” 

stated Smith. “I said when I turned 
professional that I was good enough to 
win a world title and bring it home to the 
city. Now this is my chance to perform in 
front of my own fans. 

“I thought that winning a world title 
was the top of the mountain but when 
I won it I realised it wasn’t. There’s a lot 
more boxes I want to tick and there’s 
talk of a massive 2020 for me. All of that 
disappears if I slip up on November 23, 
so I’m fully motivated. I worked hard 
to become a world champion and I’m 
going to work even harder to keep it. I’m 
number one in the world for a reason 
and the best version of me beats every 
super-middleweight on the planet – 
including John Ryder.”

The “massive 2020” in store for Smith 

if he retains against Ryder could well 
include a unification clash with another 
fellow Brit and promotional stablemate 
in Billy Joe Saunders – holder of the WBO 
strap. Anfield football stadium – the 
ground of Smith’s beloved Liverpool FC – 
has been touted as a potential venue for 
this contest if it does come off. Another 
rumoured opponent for Smith next year 
is none other than the sport’s biggest 
star, Canelo Alvarez. There has also been 
talk of the 6ft 3in Liverpudlian possibly 
moving up in weight in an attempt to 
conquer the light-heavyweight division.

“People always say about 175[lbs] 
and it’s an option – I’d love to be a 
two-weight world champion,” Smith 
commented. “But first I want to clear 
up at super-middle, unify the division 

+++  MAIN EVENT

+++  UNDERCARD

GORILLA IN
Box-office 
bouts are on 
the horizon 
for Smith, 
but only if 
he gets past 
Ryder, writes 
Paul 

Wheeler

A
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DESERVING: 
Ryder has earned his  
world title crack with  
a string of good wins

TALE OF THE TAPE

CALLUM SMITH  JOHN RYDER
@CallumSmith23  @_John_Ryder_

Apr 23, 1990/29  DOB/AGE Jul 19, 1988/31

Liverpool HOMETOWN Islington

English NATIONALITY English 

6ft 3ins HEIGHT 5ft 9ins

78ins REACH 72ins

26-0 (19) RECORD 28-4 (16)

Orthodox STANCE Southpaw

Nov 17, 2012/22 DEBUT/AGE Sep 10, 2010/22

73 KO PERCENTAGE 50

2 WORLD TITLE FIGHTS 0

9 FIGHTS IN LIVERPOOL 2



Holzken in the quarter-finals and semis 
respectively, “Mundo” was confronted 
with the toughest assignment of his 
career in the final. Up against George 
Groves in the unusual setting of Saudi 
Arabia, Smith ripped the WBA title from 
his compatriot’s grasp with a seventh-
session knockout. Groves subsequently 
retired following the loss.

Smith’s first defence took place in 
June at the Mecca of Boxing, New York’s 
Madison Square Garden, as chief support 
to the Anthony Joshua-Andy Ruiz Jnr 
bout. The relaxed Scouser shone brightly 
on an illustrious platform by dominating 
former WBO middleweight boss Hassan 
N’Dam N’Jikam. A third-frame stoppage 
capped off a fine showing from the 
ex-British and European titlist.
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THE MIST

and become undisputed. I’m massive 
for the weight but I’ve got a great team 
and a great nutritionist and I’m very 
dedicated. I do the weight well and as 
long as that’s the case I’ll keep winning 
and clean out the division. If you’ve got 
a belt at my weight then you’re part of 
my plans – they’re the fights that I want. 
But like I said before, I’m fully focused 
on John Ryder and I don’t just want to 
win, I want to win well and put on a big 
performance.”

Smith, 26-0 (19), made his name 
on the global stage by triumphing in 
the World Boxing Super Series 168lb 
tournament, which ran for 12 months 
from September 2017. After unanimously 
outpointing two previously undefeated 
rivals in Erik Skoglund and Nieky 

Another notable scalp on Smith’s CV 
is that of Rocky Fielding, who has gone 
on to play his part at world level. In their 
much-anticipated local derby back in 
November 2015, Smith sensationally 
halted Fielding in less than three 
minutes. Just under a year-and-a-half 
later, Fielding faced off against Ryder 
for vacant British honours, with the pair 
combining to produce a close-fought 
encounter. In the end, it was Fielding who 
received the split decision, consigning 
Ryder to his one and only defeat at 
super-middleweight.

Aside from the Fielding setback,  
Ryder’s results at super-middle have been 
flawless. His last four outings have all 
finished in early victories, most recently in 
May when he tore away Bilal Akkawy’s ³  

HOME SWEET HOME: 
Smith is seeking  
to win in Liverpool 
for the 10th time  
as a professional

‘IF YOU’VE 
GOT A BELT AT 

MY WEIGHT 
THEN YOU’RE 
PART OF MY 

PLANS’



³�‘0’ inside three rounds. With the 
contest being held on a Canelo 
undercard in Las Vegas, it was prime 
exposure for the unassuming Londoner. 
In his three appearances prior to this 
– from October 2017 to October 2018 – 
Ryder crushed some decent opposition 
in Patrick Nielsen (ko 5), Jamie 
Cox (ko 2) and Andrey 
Sirotkin (rsf 7).  

“The Akkawy fight was 
a box ticked,” Ryder 
said. “It was a dream 
to fight in Vegas on 
such a prestigious 
card but this is the real 
dream now – a world 
title fight. I’ve got a great 
team around me and I just 
believe that I’m in the best 
place possible, both mentally and 
physically. I’ve worked hard. I’ve had four 
hard fights and beaten the WBA number 
one in Nielsen. It’s taken me longer than 
expected to get here but I’m here now 
and this is a fight that I believe I can win. 
Callum Smith is a great champion who 
beat a great champion to win the belt. 
He’s the world number one and I want  

to test myself against the best.”
Before climbing to 168lbs, Ryder, 

31, was a solid domestic operator at 
middleweight, albeit one who lost 
three fights. Twice he was unsuccessful 
in British title tilts – versus the 
aforementioned Saunders (ud 12 –  

Sep 2013) and Nick Blackwell 
(rsf 7 – May 2015). When 

the awkward Jack Arnfield 
unanimously outscored 

him in September 
2016, this was the 
cue for Ryder to 
move up in weight. 
The extra poundage 

has rejuvenated him 
and seemingly led 

to an increase in his 
punch power. The Islington 

southpaw – coached by Tony 
Sims – is undoubtedly in the finest form 
of his life.

Ryder, 28-4 (16), won national novice 
titles on two occasions as an amateur, yet 
Smith reached a higher standard in the 
unpaid ranks. The Merseysider secured a 
silver medal at the 2010 Commonwealth 
Games, as well as golds at the GB 

Championships in 2010 and 2011. He 
was also unfortunate to miss out on a 
spot at the 2012 Olympics. 

Unsurprisingly considering his amateur 
achievements, the physically imposing 
Smith does the fundamentals extremely 
well. He thrusts out long, jolting jabs 
from behind a tight, high guard, followed 
up by thudding right crosses. The Joe 
Gallagher-trained fighter supplements 
his textbook basics with touches of real 
attacking quality, including powerful right 
uppercuts and lethal left hooks to head 
and body. 

Standing at 5ft 9ins, with a reach of 
72ins, Ryder is giving up six inches in 
both height and wingspan to Smith. 
Additionally, Smith is the heavier hitter, 
as his superior knockout ratio testifies 
(73 per cent compared to 50 per cent). 
However, Ryder certainly punches hard 
enough to get his adversary’s attention, 
especially when unloading solid hooks 
and uppercuts. 

Covering up in a shell-like defence 
and bobbing and weaving as he shuffles 
into range, the tough and determined 
“Gorilla” exerts controlled and consistent 
pressure. Rugged but possessing tidy 
technical skills, he lets his hands go freely 
when in the pocket. Ultimately, though, 
Smith’s sheer size and world-class ability 
will prove insurmountable obstacles to 
overcome. The pick is for the champion 

‘I’M IN THE BEST PLACE POSSIBLE, 
BOTH MENTALLY AND PHYSICALLY’ 

PREVIEWS
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TALKING POINT

RYDER will be the first southpaw 
Smith has fought since former 

college (American) football 
player Vladine Biosse, whom he 

unanimously outpointed in  
July 2014.

LEADING MEN: 
Promoter Eddie 
Hearn is flanked  
by Smith [left]  
and Ryder
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to terminate Ryder’s brave challenge 
sometime around the ninth.

On the undercard, hometowner Craig 
Glover, 10-2 (8), and Bournemouth’s 
Chris Billam-Smith, 9-1 (8), contest the 
vacant Commonwealth cruiserweight 
belt. 

In October last year, Glover notched a 
career-best victory (rsf 8) against Simon 
Vallily – a former foe of top cruiser Mairis 
Briedis. Just when it seemed like he 
would kick on, the 28-year-old was then 
upset by the unfancied Vaclav Pejsar, who 
stopped him in two rounds in March. A 
routine points success over journeyman 
Jiri Svacina got him back to winning ways 
in July.

Billam-Smith, 29, is coming off his 
maiden reverse four months ago. In 
a close and competitive tussle with 
the unbeaten Richard Riakporhe, a 
knockdown that Billam-Smith suffered 
in the seventh proved crucial to the 
outcome. One of the judges favoured the 
Shane McGuigan-trained boxer, but he 
was overruled by the two other officials, 
who scored for Riakporhe.

Both men can dig, though Billam-
Smith’s impressive work rate and extra 
height give him the advantage. He can 
return to the win column with an inside-
schedule triumph.

In an interesting 12-round eliminator 
for the British lightweight title – currently 

held by Joe Cordina – exciting Belfast 
banger James Tennyson, 25-3 (21), 
meets gritty Blackwood portsider  
Craig Evans, 20-2-2 (3).

A previous European and 
Commonwealth king at super-feather, 
Tennyson challenged for the IBF prize 
at that weight 13 months ago. His big 
opportunity did not go the way he had 
planned, however, as the sublimely 
skilled Tevin Farmer dispatched him in 
five frames in Boston. The 26-year-old 
Northern Irishman responded well to this 
disappointment by stepping up a division 
and registering a hat-trick of second-
round wins so far this year. The most 
recent of these successes came in August 
against the Ingle-stabled Atif Shafiq.

Like Tennyson, Evans has also won his 
last three fights since falling to a stoppage 
loss. In February 2018, he travelled to 
Russia to oppose the undefeated Roman 
Andreev. The 30-year-old Welshman was 
forced out in the ninth, yet was ahead 
on all three of the official scorecards at 
that point. Last time out in June, Evans 
recorded a repeat unanimous points 
victory over the seasoned Stephen 
Ormond.

A quick and accurate volume puncher, 
Evans shoots out effective one-twos 
but lacks power – the last time he was 
victorious inside the distance was way 
back in May 2012. In contrast, Tennyson 

is an explosive finisher, though he is 
susceptible to shots himself – all three 
of his defeats have come early. While 
Tennyson has never gone beyond eight 
rounds before, Evans has done so on 
nine occasions. Despite this, Evans has 
been known to tire somewhat towards 
the end of bouts. Tennyson will have to 
navigate the full 12 sessions for the first 
time, but he can do enough to have his 
hand raised at the finish.

A super-welterweight 10-rounder sees 
Liverpool’s 2016 Olympian Anthony 
Fowler, 10-1 (8), face Derby’s reigning 
English titlist Harry Scarff, 8-0 (1). 
The switch-hitting Scarff could provide 
a tricky test for Fowler, but the heavy-
handed local’s fitness and aggression can 
see him ruin his opponent’s unbeaten 
record on points.

Also over 10, Liverpudlian Tom 
Farrell, 17-2 (5), and Birkenhead’s 
ex-Commonwealth lightweight ruler 
Sean “Masher” Dodd, 16-5-1 (3), 
collide in an all-Merseyside British 
super-lightweight title eliminator. The 
comparatively fresher Farrell is favoured 
to edge it on the cards.  

Broadcasters are Sky Sports Action/
Main Event (UK) and DAZN (US). bn

 
THE VERDICT Smith will be aiming to 
make a statement to his prospective 
future foes. 

Photos: MATTHEW POVER/MATCHROOM

BATTLE CRUISERS: 
Hearn stands 
between Glover 
[left] and 
Billam-Smith



THE second of MTK Global’s Golden 

Contract tournaments starts on Friday 
(November 22) when eight super-
lightweights contest four 10-round 
quarter-finals at York Hall in Bethnal 
Green. Sky Sports Action televise in the 
UK, ESPN+ in the US.

The draw wasn’t made by the time 
we went to press, but there are some 
intriguing matchups possible among the 
octet, although the level of quality did 
take a hit when Zankosh Turarov and  
Anthony Yigit withdrew late on.

Hackney puncher Ohara Davies and 
Belfast’s Tyrone McKenna have already 
declared their antipathy for each other. 
Davies is 19-2 (14) but one of those 
losses, a sixth-round stoppage by Josh 
Taylor, doesn’t look so bad given Taylor is 
now world number one at the weight.

McKenna is tall for 140lbs at 6ft 1ins 
and a southpaw to boot, which makes 
him awkward to handle. But with only six 

early wins in his 19-1-1 ledger, he tends 
to outbox people rather than blast them 
out.

Tyrone’s only defeat was to world-
rated Jack Catterall, but a year ago in 
Glasgow the Northern Irishman did 
narrowly outpoint another GC entrant 
in Lewis Benson. The 
Edinburgh man, 12-2 (2), 
has also been outscored 
by another southpaw in 
Johnny Coyle, so it’s clear 
he doesn’t like portsiders.

Thornley, County 
Durham’s Darren 
Surtees has crept to 
12-0 (8) almost entirely 
on small shows in the 
North East. Surtees has 
contested only one 
10-rounder, when he stopped Ross 
Jameson in six for the Northern Area title.

One of MTK’s US-based signings 
constitutes a real dark horse in this 
company. Hawaii talent Logan Yoon has 
won all 16 fights, 12 inside the distance. 

However, his sole outing this year was a 
routine eight-rounder.

Better known is France’s Mohamed 
Mimoune, 21-3 (2), who two years ago 
won the European welter title from Sam 
Eggington. He then dropped down to 
140 before losing to the quality Viktor 

Postol. 
“The Problem” is no 

banger but this 5ft 10in 
boxer has ring smarts plus 
stamina, so we’ll go for 
him to win it all.

Following the 
withdrawals of Turarov 
and Yigit, the two 
tournament reserves – 
Kieran Gething and 
Mikey Sakyi – were 
drafted in.

Pontypool’s Gething is a 9-2-1 (2) 
Welsh titlist, while Romford’s Sakyi is an 
8-2 (4) Southern Area champ. Both men 
have made successful defences of their 
belts this year – Gething in June and Sakyi 
in March.

PROBLEM SOLVER
Mimoune 
may prove to 
be the best 
of the eight 
Golden 

Contract 

contestants, 
writes 
Daniel 

Herbert
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MCKENNA 
AND DAVIES 

ALREADY 
DISLIKE  

EACH OTHER

PREVIEWS

+++  THE GOLDEN CONTRACT

AMONG THE FAVOURITES: 
McKenna is known to  
box rather than slug



Watch out for that punch of Andrew 
Cancio, writes Daniel Herbert

Daniel Herbert explains why Glasgow’s 
Rankin has it all to do in Malta

HAMMER TIME

ROAD WARRIOR
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RATED: 
But Caterall’s 
progress is 
slow in 2019

ANDREW CANCIO wields a jackhammer 
for the Southern California Gas 
Company by day, but is also a top super-
featherweight. He fights Rene Alvarado 
at the Fantasy Springs Resort Casino in 
Indio, California on Saturday (November 
23).

This is a rematch, with Cancio having 
knocked out Nicaragua’s Alvarado in 
eight rounds in December 2015 – also at 
Fantasy Springs, which is near Cancio’s 
hometown of Blythe, California.

This year Andrew upset Alberto 
Machado, then beat the same man again 
to go 21-4-2 (16). Alvarado is 31-8 (20) 
but the in-form Cancio has to be the pick 
to win, once again inside the 12-round 
distance.

On the same show, China’s Can Xu, 
17-2 (3), is favoured to retain his WBA 
featherweight belt (Leo Santa Cruz 
vacated his WBA 126lb crown to move 
up to super-feather) against Los Angeles’ 
Manny Robles III, 18-0 (8). 

The challenger’s father and namesake 
is the trainer of heavyweight king Andy 
Ruiz Jnr.

GLASGOW super-welterweight Hannah 
Rankin once again goes on the road 
for a title contest when on Wednesday 
(November 27) she fights Patricia 
Berghult at the Hotel Intercontinental in 
St Julians, Malta.

At stake in this 10-twos are the lightly-
regarded IBO belt Rankin won by beating 
Sarah French in June, plus the interim 
WBC crown.

Sweden’s Berghult is 13-0 (3) but has 
never gone past eight rounds and has 
boxed mostly journeywomen. Rankin, 
8-3 (1), went the distance with former 
double Olympic champion Claressa 
Shields in a world title tilt up at middle 
in the USA, so has the experience to win 
on points.

++++  CANCIO-ALVARADO

+++  RANKIN-BERGHULT

momentum – and should do so against 
Schwarzkopf, a Kosovo-born German 
whose 20-3 (12) record shows he tends 
to lose when he steps up in class.

Schwarzkopf, 28, has been outpointed 
by Sweden’s former European 140lbs 
champion Anthony Yigit and South 
African fringe welter contender Chris Van 
Heerden in 10-rounders, as well as in a 
six by Gift Bholo, although he knocked 
out Van Heerden’s compatriot in the 
seventh of a return. The German can 
punch a bit, but Catterall has a sound 
chin to back up his skills, which makes 
him favourite to win clearly on points.

Another 10-rounder, at super-
middleweight, pits 11-0 (8) Indian 
hopeful Vijender Singh against 42-year-
old Ghanaian veteran Charles Adamu, 
33-14 (26), who lost a Commonwealth 
title fight to Carl Froch way back in 2004. 
Singh, 34 but a late starter in the pro 
game, can win a clear decision.

West Rainton’s world-rated super-
bantam Thomas Patrick Ward, 28-0 (4), 
keeps busy with an eight-rounder against 
Mexico’s Martin Casillas, whose 20-11-1 
(10) ledger includes distance losses to Luis 
Nery and Emanuel Navarrete.

CHORLEY southpaw Jack Catterall  
looks to get back on track after a slow 
year when he fights Timo Schwarzkopf 
in a 10-rounder on the D4G Promotions 
bill at Caesars Palace Bluewaters Dubai 
on Friday (November 22). Broadcasters 
are iFL TV (UK) and ESPN+ (US).

In 2018 the world-ranked super-
lightweight scored two good WBO 
Inter-Continental title victories over 
Tyrone McKenna and Ohara Davies, but 
so far this year he has boxed only once, 
a third-round knockout of Nicaraguan 
journeyman Oscar Amador.

Catterall, 24-0 (13), needs to regain 

+++  CATTERALL-SCHWARZKOPF

Daniel Herbert wonders if 
Catterall can regain momentum

JACK IS 
BACK

Photo: ACTION IMAGES/PETER CZIBORRA
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UNLUCKY: 
Farooq is on the attack 

against McGregor

Photos: SHABAZ SHAFIQ/MTK GLOBAL

CONTROVERSY REIGNS
McGregor 
now holds 
two belts but 
win over 
Farooq 
divides 
opinion, 
Elliot Foster 
ar ringside

 GLASGOW

NOVEMBER 16

EE McGREGOR  
won a controversial 
split decision to keep 
his Commonwealth 
bantamweight title 
and take Kash 
Farooq’s British 

crown. The pair delivered the goods in 
one of the most exciting boxing dust-ups 
of the year at the Emirates Arena.

McGregor, who had claimed the IBF 
Youth title after just four fights, hails from 
Edinburgh and took on his Glasgow rival 
atop an MTK Fight Night card.

The gifted Grant 
Smith-trained fighter has 
endured a treacherous 
couple of years with the 
deaths of his mother, 
grandmother and 
grandfather. He tried to 
bully his opponent but 
struggled to lay a glove 
on him, while Farooq 
landed more and better shots to claim 
the advantage in the third.

That made McGregor switch tactics, 
trying to keep his foe at arm’s length 

while scoring with the jab. But he was 
again staggered by a couple of big 
right hands from the Glaswegian, who 
appeared to have shaded the fourth as 

well.
The fifth round 

unquestionably belonged 
to Farooq, though, as 
the man who recently 
captured the British title 
outright ahead of taking 
the fight with “Lightning” 
punished McGregor by 
driving right and left 

hooks in to the body.
The Tartan tear-up, with shades of the 

15-year-old clash between Alex Arthur 
and Willie Limond at the Braehead 

L

‘I HAD THE 
HARDEST WEEK 
OF MY LIFE BUT 

I FOUGHT MY 
HEART OUT’ 
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VICTORY ROAR: 
McGregor 
celebrates as  
the decision is 
announced

Arena, continued to heat up. Rounds 
were equally split and both sets of fans 
were up on their feet throughout as each 
man had sustained spells of success.

Farooq’s fitness told in the eighth when 
he outpunched his man, but McGregor, 
particularly with his impressive right, 
always fought back valiantly.

McGregor, who had been warned 
by referee Victor Loughlin on several 
occasions for excessive holding, switched 
to southpaw but couldn’t keep Farooq at 
bay. He pushed Farooq through the ropes 
in the ninth but no action was taken.

The Edinburgh fighter was finally 
penalised in the 10th round, with third 
man Loughlin, from Paisley, deducting a 
point. It looked like that had swung the 
clash in favour of “The Untouchable”, 
who was cut by the left eye, but the three 
scoring judges’ tallies saw it go the other 
way.

The action over the final two rounds 
was exciting as both tired. McGregor, 
incredibly, finished the stronger.

“I was willing to do anything in there,” 
said Lee who was awarded a contentious 
115-112 verdict by Mark Lyson. The 
other two judges, Phil Edwards and John 
Latham, handed in respective scorecards 
of 114-113 (McGregor) and 114-113 
(Farooq) forcing a split decision which 
also divided those watching at ringside.

“I love having fights like that and I am 
over the moon. I knew it was a close 
fight, so hats off to Kash Farooq. There 
was no bad blood in the build-up and it 
was total respect.”

McGregor, only 22, revealed in the 
aftermath that his auntie had died in the 
days leading to this contest. That he then 

went and performed in such a manner is 
exceptionally admirable.

“I’ve had the hardest week of my life 
and I still got in there and fought my 
heart out,” disclosed the new double 
champion.

“I want to give a special mention to my 
auntie, my dad’s sister, whose birthday 
it was tonight. We just found out the 
terrible news this weekend that she has 
passed away.

“I’ve had a horrendous week, making 
weight, dealing with that. I feel like I had 
an army with me tonight and that’s what 
pulled me through.”

What’s next for McGregor remains to 
be seen, but it would not be a surprise 
to see him move up a division in his next 
outing.

Farooq, meanwhile, can count himself 
highly unlucky to have lost this fight. His 
performance was one of great promise, 
and he, like McGregor, should aim for the 
very top.

Kieran Smith fought through blood 
to end his year successfully. The Scottish 
super-welterweight, from Greenrigg, took 
on Vincenzo Bevilacqua in a defence 
of his WBC International Silver title.

Smith, who was last in action at the 
same venue back in June, was cut twice 
during the fight, which he won on all 
three judges’ scorecards by margins of 
98-92 twice and 99-91.

Bevilacqua, from Lazio in Italy, got 
exactly what he deserved from what 
was a foul-filled fight as he suffered his 
maiden defeat after doing very little and 
ending up with his left arm in a sling.

The home fighter was cut early in 
the fight - in the opening round, in 
fact - after a clash of heads opened up a 
wound above the left eye.

His cutman, Tommy McCormack, did a 
great job of stemming the dripping 
claret and Bevilacqua, who entered ³  

ON TARGET: 
McGregor’s 
right hand is a 
crucial weapon
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³�the ring undefeated, was warned for 
leaning in with his head by the referee 
John Latham.

That didn’t stop him, though, and 
Smith was cut from a similar exchange 
in the sixth round having taken control 
throughout many of the early rounds.

Bevilacqua, all of a sudden, decided to 
throw some punches in the eighth round, 
landing a right hand on Smith before 
being hit by the same shot with interest 
just seconds later. The first cut suffered 
by Smith opened back up again in the 
ninth round, but he fought through it and 
finished strongly, ripping in body shots in 
the final round, to come out on top by 
convincing margins.

Paddy Donovan continued his 
embryonic campaign in the pros with 
a dazzling display against Danny 
Mendoza.

The Andy Lee-trained Limerick 
man, 20, was imperious against the 
latest product on the Spanish-based 
Nicaraguan journeyman conveyor belt 
and came out with a 60-53 points verdict 
after knocking down his opponent in the 
second round with a left hand.

Donovan made his debut in Belfast last 
month and picked up where he left off. 
He was hit on the back of the head in the 
fourth round and that sparked him into 
life as he, after being told to break by the 

referee Darren Maxwell, put the pressure 
on his opponent.

A right hand in the fifth hurt Mendoza 
but he reacted with nothing but a smile 
before seeing out the six rounds.

Another man who debuted 
alongside Donovan in Belfast, Dublin’s 
Pierce O’Leary, moved to 2-0 with a 
straightforward 40-36 win against Chris 
Adaway on referee John McGuire’s 
card.

“Big Bang” is a former 
Docklands amateur who 
won the Irish under-22 
title back in January 
and has represented 
the country 
internationally as well 
as claiming a bucket-
load of underage 
honours.

And the youngster 
outpointed Plymouth’s 
Adaway at the same venue the 
26-year-old was stopped in by Craig 
MacIntyre inside three rounds back in 
June.

Tommy Philbin secured his second 
win in six months since returning from 
an 11-month hiatus.

The Edinburgh light-heavyweight 
moved his record to 13-0 with four 
quick by outpointing Lancashire’s Darryl 

Sharp over six rounds, with Maxwell 
giving the away fighter a share of one 
of the rounds when turning in a tally of 
60-55.

Kelty’s Craig Morgan kicked off the 
evening with a straightforward 60-54 
win over Edwin Tellez. Tellez, another 
Spanish-based Nicaraguan, has been in 
with the likes of IBF world featherweight 

champion Josh Warrington before 
the Leeds man won global 

honours. He lost this fight 
convincingly and ensured 

Morgan, who went 
vegan in the build-up 
to the fight, moved on 
to 7-0.

The six was 
refereed by the Mr 

McGuire, who was 
once again on duty as 

the night finished in fine 
fashion with featherweight 

debutant Mark McKeown, who 
hails from Ricky Burns’ hometown of 
Coatbridge. He had vociferous support 
and dominated Nicaraguan-born Jose 
Aguilar, also based in Spain, over four, 
sparking joyous scenes at ringside after 
being awarded a 40-36 win. bn

 
THE VERDICT McGregor overcomes 
slow start to snatch victory. 

Photos: SHABAZ SHAFIQ/MTK GLOBAL

Lee McGregor (117lbs 
9oz), 8-0 (6), w pts 12 
Kash Farooq (118lbs), 

13-1 (6); Kieran 
Smith (152lbs 9oz), 

16-0 (7), w pts 10 
Vincenzo Bevilacqua 
(154lbs), 16-1; Paddy 
Donovan (147lbs 2oz), 
2-0 (1), w pts 6 Danny 

Mendoza (147lbs 
5oz), 6-7 (4); Pierce 

O’Leary (142lbs), 
2-0, w pts 4 Chris 
Adaway (142lbs), 

9-62-4 (1); Tommy 
Philbin (171lbs 9oz), 

13-0 (4), w pts 6 
Darryl Sharp (175lbs 
5oz), 5-65-1; Craig 

Morgan (133lbs), 7-0, 
w pts 6 Edwin Tellez 

(129lbs), 12-60-5 (6); 
Mark McKeown (126 
1/4lbs), 1-0, w pts 4 
Jose Aguilar (130lbs 

5oz), 16-69-5 (6).

FULL 
RESULTS

TALKING 

POINT

ALEX ARTHUR, watching at 
ringside, declared that both 

McGregor and Farooq are already 
world class. “What a spectacle,” 
he said afterwards. “It’s one of 

the best 10 fights I’ve ever 
seen live.”

BODY ATTACK: 
Farooq slams 
his right into 
McGregor’s 
stomach
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FULL  RESULTS

Tasha Jonas (136lbs), 9-1 (7) w rsf 2 Bianka Majlath (131lbs), 3-4 (3); John Quigley (156lbs), 17-2 (3), w pts 6 William Warburton (151lbs), 
26-161-10 (5); Sean Turner (240lbs), 2-0 (0), w pts 4 Miles Willington (279lbs), 1-8 (1); David Thompson (159lbs), 1-0 (1), w rsf 1 Bryn 

Wain (164lbs), 0-31; Mikey Hedges 2-0 (0), w pts 4 Dylan Draper, 1-39; Jeff Ofori (136lbs), 10-1 (3), w pts 8 Ged Carroll (136lbs), 11-1 (0); 
Martin Murray (171lbs), 39-5-1 (17), w pts 8 Sladan Janjanin (167lbs), 27-5 (21); Blane Hyland (115lbs), 1-0 (0), w pts 4 Steven Maguire 
(117lbs), 0-19-1; Terry Flanagan (138lbs), 36-2 (14), w pts 8 Jayro Duran (136lbs), 14-7 (13); Rocky Fielding (176lbs), 28-2 (16), w ko 2 

Abdallah Paziwapazi (172lbs), 26-7-1 (23); James Heneghan (166lbs), 3-0 (0), w pts 4 Geiboord Omier (163lbs), 4-46-1 (3).

Photo: KAREN PRIESTLEY

NO MATCH

in unfamiliar territory as he weighed in 
at super-welter. Despite the difference 
in height, Quigley fought well in bursts 
and used his compactness to attack 
Warburton’s body. In control throughout, 
Quigley was given a 60-54 verdict by 
Lyson following six routine rounds.

In a messy fight that did entertain in 
bursts, Jeff Ofori caused a minor upset 
as he scalped the undefeated record of 
Liverpool’s Ged Carroll with a 79-74 
card from Kirkpatrick.

Bleeding profusely from his nose from 
early in the fight, Carroll fought fire with 
fire as he was stalked constantly by Ofori. 
The exchanges were plentiful, but it 
appeared that Ofori was getting the last 
word more often than not.

Liverpool first-timer, David “Junior” 
Thompson got his professional journey 
off to an ideal start with an emphatic win 
over Bryn Wain.

Making the most of his size advantages 
and remarkable reach, Thompson fought 
patiently from distance as he landed 
several eye-catching shots throughout 
the first round. Numerous heavy shots 
caused facial damage to Wain and with 
a severe cut opening over his right eye, 
the fight was stopped by the Yeovil 
man’s corner with third man Mark Lyson 
looking on.

Heavyweight Sean Turner made it 
two wins from as many outings with 
a workmanlike victory over Miles 
Willington. The Liverpool fighter ruled 
proceedings from the first bell and once 
he had the Grantham man figured out, 
he made sure he stayed on top with 
repeated one-twos. Kirkpatrick scored 
40-37 in Turner’s favour.

It was frantic from the first bell 
between Mikey Hedges and Dylan 
Draper as both men looked to take 
control. As the fight wore on, Hedges, 
thanks to his excellent body work, 
became the fighter having more success, 
and after four rounds Lyson handed him 
the victory with a score of 40-36.

James Heneghan continued his 
professional apprenticeship by enjoying 
a straightforward four-round points 
win over Geiboord Omier. Using his 
southpaw jab to score well, Liverpool’s 
Heneghan was comfortable from the 
outset and his well-timed attacks were 
enough to stay in front and eventually 
earn a 40-36 nod from Kirkpatrick.

Blane Hyland made a great start to 
his professional career as he registered a 
39-37 score against Steven Maguire. A 
former star on the unpaid circuit, Hyland 
switched codes effortlessly as he showed 
off a wide array of skills to repeatedly 
offset his frustrated foe. Kirkpatrick 
oversaw the action. 

 
THE VERDICT Liverpool stars, old 
and new, impress in front of a 
sold-out crowd.

ACTION

Comebacking 
Fielding wipes 
out Paziwapazi 
in two rounds. 
Chris Walker 
at ringside

The talented Mancunian went through 
his full repertoire, but he had to settle for 
an 80-71 card from referee Mark Lyson.

Martin Murray is in a decent position 
to contest a title fight in 2020 and the St 
Helens star picked up some ring time with 
an 80-72 decision over Sladan Janjanin.

Murray stalked from the first bell and, 
when he had his opponent trapped, he 
unleashed a series of attacks that were 
well shielded by Janjanin. With the fight 
maintaining a similar pattern throughout, 
Murray was always in charge and will 
be grateful for eight useful rounds as he 
once again prepares for a higher level. Mr 
Lyson officiated.

Natasha Jonas continued her march 
towards title class with a dominant 
display over Hungary’s Bianka Majlath. 
Jonas boxed aggressively from the 
opening bell, her left hand and southpaw 
stance constant nuisances as she startled 
her opponent on multiple occasions.

Following a heavy barrage early in the 
second, ref Jamie Kirkpatrick had seen 
enough and made a sensible intervention 
with 30 seconds left in the round.

John Quigley impressed his local 
following with a points win over the well-
travelled William Warburton. Largely a 
career super-featherweight, Quigley was 

MTK Global’s hectic weekend began in 
Liverpool and it was a pair of former of 
world champions occupying the bulk 
of interest at a well-attended Liverpool 
Olympia.

Winning well in his first fight for almost 
a year since losing to Canelo Alvarez 
last December was Rocky Fielding. 
Providing the opposition was Tanzania’s 
Abdallah Paziwapazi, who was no 
match for the Liverpool favourite. Despite 
a spirited showing from the African, 
a Fielding left hook with two seconds 
remaining in second session was all that 
was needed as Paziwapazi returned to his 
feet as Steve Gray’s count reached 10.

Former lightweight ruler Terry 
Flanagan had to go the eight-round 
distance following a gutsy display from 
Jayro Duran. The spirited Honduran 
took a battering and even though he was 
dropped in round two, he rose to take all 
Flanagan had to offer.

 L IVERPOOL

NOVEMBER 1 5
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OUTCLASSED: 
Fielding far too 

good for 
Paziwapazi 
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CROWD-PLEASING: 
Dilmaghani clouts 
Fonseca during their 
scintillating scrap
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Dilmaghani 
and Fonseca 
battle to a 
thrilling 
draw

++++  WHOLE SHOW

++++  ATMOSPHERE

EPIC!
 BETHNAL GREEN

NOVEMBER 16

URISTS may dispute 
the value of the IBO 
‘world’ championship 
belt, but to those 
given the chance 
to fight for it, it’s 
everything.

Crayford’s Alex Dilmaghani and 
Nicaraguan Francisco Fonseca gave it 
their all, and produced what must surely 
be one of Britain’s Fights of the Year at 
York Hall. After 12 all-action rounds the 
super-featherweight title was still vacant, 
the judges unable to split them. Roberto 

Ramirez Jnr and Pawel Kardyni both had 
it 114-114, while Howard Foster had 
Fonseca ahead by 115-114.

With every session so close, I applaud 
the judges for scoring just one even round 
in 36. Ironically, that even round meant Mr 
Foster was the only one to find a winner. 
If pushed, I would have gone for Fonseca, 
whose only two defeats in 28 previous 
outings both came in world (IBF) title 
challenges – his experience at top level 
was showing in the later stages, I thought. 
(“F better engine?” I noted in the last.) But 
most ringsiders felt the draw was fair.

They got stuck in from the opening bell, 
slamming away with both hands to head 
and body – Dilmaghani from the southpaw 
stance. As round followed round, I formed 
two views – it would depend on who 
succumbed first to those solid body shots, 
and/or whose tank ran dry first. Neither 

happened – hence the draw.
Inevitably there was facial damage – 

Fonseca’s face was looking lumpy by the 
finish, and Dilmaghani had a swelling 
under the right eye in the eighth and 
was cut in the corner of the left eye in 
the ninth, from a head clash. The blood 
trickled down the side of his nose, but 
Dilmaghani kept coming. Fonseca went 
down in the ninth, claiming a low blow, 
and referee Michael Alexander gave him 
time to recover.

A return would be a natural, but if 
Dilmaghani’s people prefer different 
routes, Fonseca would certainly be 
welcomed back, and one possible 
opponent would be Mullingar’s unbeaten 
130-pounder John Joe Nevin, who was 
in the chief support on this Hennessy 
Sports/Priority Promotions bill. There’d 
be the ‘family revenge’ angle, too, as 

P

ACTION

Simon  

Euan-Smith

RINGSIDE



Nevin’s opponent was Freddy Fonseca – 
Francisco’s elder brother.

After 10 rounds Nevin took the 
unanimous verdict by two scores of 97-92 
(Mr Alexander and Mr Kardyni) and one of 
99-90 (Mr Ramirez). The scores reflected 
a second-round knockdown against 
southpaw Fonseca – a right counter 
dropping him for ‘five’.

The fight came directly after the 
main event, and the contrast was clear 
in the opener – both circling, watching 
for openings. Fonseca fought back 
after being floored in the second but 
Nevin was generally a move ahead, and 
a combination to the head staggered 
Fonseca in the fourth.

Referee Foster warned both for low 
blows – Fonseca in the fifth, Nevin in the 
seventh – and Fonseca made a big effort 
in the last two sessions, pressing forward 
and placing his shots better. But it was too 
little, too late.

Newport’s Craig Woodruff sprang a 
surprise in the six-round curtain-closer, 
flooring and halting Chelsea’s unbeaten 
Connor Marsden after 2-48 of the third.

There were good exchanges in the 
first, and Marsden came back strongly in 
the second when Woodruff put punches 
together effectively. In the third Marsden 
walked onto a right counter that dropped 
him for ‘one’ – Woodruff was warned for 
punching round the back of the head, and 
Marsden was wrestled over.

An unanswered burst to the head had 
Marsden in trouble, and the towel came 
in from his corner – but before referee 
Lee Cook could intervene a final left hook 
dumped Marsden on his back, and Mr 
Cook waved it off at once.

There was a bizarre ending to the 
scheduled four between Acton-based 
Romanian Lucian Atana and Swindon’s 
Phil Williams, referee Cook stopping it in 
Atana’s favour after 1-45 of the first.  
Mr Cook’s reasoning wasn’t clear at the 
time, but he explained afterwards that 
Williams had complained of being unable 
to see.

Atana looked headed for a quick victory 
anyway. Two rights to the head quickly 
had Williams holding on, and a two-fisted 
attack drove the Swindon man back.

Rhys Edwards (Tonypandy) floored 
and halted Latvian Vladislavs Davidaitis 
in the third of a scheduled four.

Edwards’ extra power was clear from 
the outset, and although Davidaitis tried to 
fight back he was outgunned. In the third 
two lefts to the head dropped Davidaitis 
by the ropes. He was up quickly, but a 
two-handed assault had him in trouble 
in Edwards’ corner and referee Cook 
signalled the end after 1-18.

Stockwell’s Samuel Antwi met decent 
resistance but came through against Spain-
based Mexican Fernando Valencia, 
referee Cook scoring the six-rounder 
60-55.
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ON THE MONEY: 
Nevin slams a  
left hand into 
Fonseca’s jaw

Alex Dilmaghani (129 
1/2lbs), 19-1-1 (8), 
d pts 12 Francisco 

Fonseca (129lbs 5oz), 
25-2-2 (19); John Joe 
Nevin (129lbs 2oz), 
14-0 (4), w pts 10 

Freddy Fonseca (129lbs 
6oz), 27-5-1 (18);  
Billy Underwood  
(160 1/2lbs), 3-0,  

w pts 4 Danail Stoyanov 
(163 1/2lbs), 3-8 (1); 
Flavius Biea (156lbs 
3oz), 18-1 (9), w pts 
6 Berman Sanchez 

(154lbs 6oz), 19-11-3 
(21); Rhys Edwards 

(129 1/4lbs), 8-0 (3), 
w rsf 3 Vladislavs 

Davidaitis (129bs 6oz), 
4-12 (4); Lewis Smith 

(138lbs), 4-0, w pts 
6 Naheem Chaudhry 

(145 1/2lbs), 2-60 (1); 
Samuel Antwi (151 

1/2lbs), 11-1 (5), w pts 
6 Fernando Valencia 

(154 1/4lbs), 8-18 (4); 
Michael Hennessy Jnr 

(159 1/2lbs), 3-0-1, 
w pts 6 Richard Baba 
(159lbs 6oz), 4-7 (2); 
Alireza Ghadiri (129 
1/2lbs), 2-0, w pts 4 
Bayardo Ramos (131 
1/4lbs), 8-17-1 (4); 

Lucian Atana (258lbs), 
3-0 (3), w rsf 1 Phil 

Williams (248 1/2lbs), 
3-19-1 (1); Craig 

Woodruff (135lbs 6oz), 
9-5 (3), w rsf 3 Connor 
Marsden (135lbs), 

3-1 (1).

FULL 
RESULTS

Valencia came to fight but Antwi used 
good upper-body movement to avoid 
his attacks, and was consistently more on 
target. But Valencia hit back gamely after 
being caught, and both were applauded at 
the finish.

There was a similar story in the 
six between Michael Hennessy Jnr 
(Sevenoaks) and Hungarian Richard 
Baba, with Hennessy getting referee Mark 
Bates’ 60-55 verdict but having to work for 
it. Baba showed plenty of effort, and there 
were some good exchanges, but Hennessy 
kept his boxing together, switching from 
orthodox to southpaw, and picked his 
punches effectively.

Hennessy had a graze and swelling 
below the right eye, while Baba was nicked 
in the corner of the left.

In other sixes there were 60-54 verdicts 
for London-based Romanian Flavius Biea 
over Spain-based Nicaraguan Berman 
Sanchez (Lee Every) and Basildon’s 
Lewis Smith over Blackburn’s Naheem 
Chaudhry (Mr Bates).

In fours Mr Every awarded 40-36 
tallies to Islington’s Billy Underwood 
over Bulgarian Danail Stoyanov and to 
Islington-based Iranian Alireza Ghadiri 
over Spain-based Nicaraguan Bayardo 
Ramos.

THE VERDICT Never mind the title 
– Dilmaghani and Fonseca give their 
all.
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+++  WHOLE SHOW 

++++  ATMOSPHERE

Horn wins on a 
star-studded 
night, writes 
Philip Sharkey 
from ringside

SWEET CHARITY
Always one punch and two steps 

ahead, the Chigwell southpaw moved 
skilfully in and out of range, using not 
only his feet, but also his hips to sway out 
of range from the bearded Brummie. Ijaz 
drove himself forward to nick a couple 
of rounds but could never keep Horn in 
his sights.

Marcus McDonnell refereed and 
judges Terry O’Connor and Kieran 
McCann agreed at 97-93, while Valerio 
Mosca scored a closer 96-94.

Three support bouts all ended inside 
the distance. 

Manchester prospect Jordan 
Thompson opened up Hungarian 
lefty Istvan Orsos with jabs and an 
eye-catching bolo right had the veteran 
down. Mr McCann waved it off at 1-23 of 
round three. 

Two four-rounders completed 
proceedings. 

Liverpool’s Nick Ball administered a 
pasting to Nicaraguan Johnson Tellez. 
Stocky roughhouse Ball had the Spain-
based southpaw down in the first and 

under pressure on the ropes when Mr 
McCann stepped in with 25 seconds left 
of round two.

Sidcup-based Ukrainian Dorin 
Krasmaru bagged his second inside-
the-distance win when his first telling 
punch left West Bromwich’s unbeaten 
portsider Matt Gordon in a heap in his 
own corner in the opener. 

Mr McCann waved it off immediately 
and Gordon received oxygen, but happily 
left the ring unaided.

 
THE VERDICT Horn has the skills – 
hopefully his punch power will 
develop with Mark Tibbs’ guidance.

ACCURATE:  
Horn jars Ahmed 
with a short right 

GUESTS at the Nordoff Robbins Music 
Therapy charity dinner show were not 
only treated to a Frank Warren four-
bout boxing card, but also a sing-along 
courtesy of Boxing Icon award recipient 
Tyson Fury.

He belted out the old classic, American 

Pie, and had the star-studded Hilton 
Hotel crowd, which included Peter Andre, 
ex-Speaker John Bercow and former 
champions Charlie Magri, Maurice  
Hope, Colin McMillan, John Conteh,  
Billy Schwer and many more, singing 
along.

Harvey Horn showed his delight 
in winning his first 10-rounder with a 
comprehensive victory over previous 
Midlands Area flyweight champ Ijaz 
Ahmed.

 MAYFAIR

NOVEMBER 18

FULL  RESULTS

Harvey Horn (111 1/2lbs), 8-0 (2), w pts 10 Ijaz 
Ahmed (111 1/2lbs), 7-2; Jordan Thompson 

(201lbs), 10-0 (8), w rsf 2 Istvan Orsos (199lbs), 
16-52-3 (5); Nick Ball (132lbs), 11-0 (4), w rsf 
2 Johnson Tellez (129lbs), 10-49-5 (7); Dorin 

Krasmaru (247lbs), 2-0 (2), w ko 1 Matt Gordon 
(235lbs), 2-1-1.

Photo: PHILIP SHARKEY



Jon Bruce sees Dean get past  
the tenacious Puplauskas
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SUTHERLAND SHINES AGAIN

NORTHERN SPORTING CLUB held its  
final show of the year at the Doubletree 
Hilton Hotel, with local favourite  
Dean Sutherland topping the bill in 
a six-rounder against the durable and 
heavy-handed Edvinas Puplauskas.

As is always the case when Sutherland 
fights at home, the roof came off when 
he walked out – and the noise didn’t stop 
throughout due to his classy display.

Showing good head and body 
movement, he was troubling his 
opponent with his body shots, which had 
the Lithuanian wincing on more than one 
occasion in the early rounds.

By the second half of the fight 
Puplauskas was looking a little ragged. 
To his credit he came out swinging in 
the final round and although he caught 
Sutherland a couple of times it was 
never going to be enough to deny the 
Aberdonian from going nine fights 
undefeated, which was confirmed with a 
score of 59-55.

Macduff ’s Billy Stuart engaged in a 
cracking six-round clash with Brett Fidoe 

from Evesham. Stuart used a lot of feints 
to set traps and his punches always had 
that bit more spite in them throughout,  
as he won 59-56.

Dundee’s Ryan Gall got some great 
experience in a four-round contest against 
Londoner Jordan Grannum. Using his 
jab well, Gall threw decent combinations 

and ran out a worthy winner by a score 
of 39-37. 

Referee Kenny Pringle officiated all 
three matchups.

 
THE VERDICT Sutherland and Stuart 
look ready for domestic title shots 
of some kind.

 ABERDEEN

NOVEMBER 16

FULL 
RESULTS

Dean Sutherland 
(151lbs), 9-0 (2), w pts 
6 Edvinas Puplauskas 

(150lbs), 6-27 (4); 
Billy Stuart (127lbs), 

10-0 (3), w pts 6 
Brett Fidoe (126lbs), 

13-55-5 (6); Ryan Gall 
(153lbs), 2-0, w pts 
4 Jordan Grannum 
(159lbs), 5-65-2.

EARLY NIGHT

LOCAL Iain Martell, having won all 
six since turning pro in the summer 
of 2017, went in against experienced 
opposition in the shape of tough 
Lithuanian Remigijus Ziausys at 
The Halls (Shamrock Promotions).

Martell duly demolished the man 
who had been the distance with 
the likes of Dereck Chisora and 
Sam Sexton in less than a round. 
Referee-for-the-night Lee Cook 
decided enough was enough when, 
with 10 seconds of the opener still 

from Northern Ireland to cheer 
him on – debuted against Newark’s 
experienced Fonz Alexander and 
ensured their trip was an enjoyable 
one by posting a 40-36 win.

 
THE VERDICT A clean sweep for 
the locals in among the pillars 
at The Halls.

remaining, the visitor crumpled a 
second time – body shots proving 
his undoing.

Ziausys had been halted just six 
times previously and this was his 
133rd outing.

Back in full health after finally 
overcoming a few injury niggles, 
Wisbech’s Joe Steed stayed busy 
behind the jab and proved too 
much for Basildon-based Latvian 
Kristaps Zulgis, who had raised a 
couple of eyebrows by winning on 
the road last time out. There was 
no repeat here though, as the man 
from the Baltic went down 40-36.

Norfolk’s first pro female boxer, 
Stevi Levy, previously active on the 
MMA circuit, made a winning bow 
in the paid ranks. The tremendously 
popular King’s Lynn resident, 
trained by Graham Everett, pressed 

throughout against game Pole 
Bojana Libiszewska to take every 
round (40-36) on Mr Cook’s card, 
bloodying Bojana’s nose along the 
way in what proved an all-action 
encounter.

In a clash of southpaws, 
Norwich’s Liam Goddard, still 
in the embryonic stages of his 
career, banked win number five by 
triumphing 60-54 against Canning 
Town’s Lee Hallett.

Meanwhile, local Owen 
Blunden, whose last two 
appearances had failed to run their 
allotted four-round distance, had 
to settle for a points win this time, 
40-37 against Stockport centurion 
Jamie Quinn.

Locally trained Mozambique-
born Bernardo Maritime – some 
family members having travelled 

Martell sees off Ziausys  
in double-quick time

 NORWICH

NOVEMBER 1 5

+++  WHOLE SHOW 

+++  ATMOSPHERE

+++  WHOLE SHOW

FULL  RESULTS

Iain Martell (203lbs), 7-0 (3), w rsf 1 
Remigijus Ziausys (200lbs), 20-108-5 
(10); Joe Steed (156lbs), 6-0, w pts 4 

Kristaps Zulgis (158lbs), 4-13-3 (2); Liam 
Goddard (144lbs), 5-0 (1), w pts 6 Lee 
Hallett (146lbs), 1-24; Owen Blunden 
(135lbs), 4-0 (1), w pts 4 Jamie Quinn 

(135lbs), 6-94-2; Stevi Levy (130lbs), 1-0, 
w pts 4 Bojana Libiszewska (133lbs), 5-38 

(1), Bernardo Maritime (145lbs), 1-0,  
w pts 4 Fonz Alexander (147lbs), 7-107. 

WINNER: 
Sutherland  
has his arm 
raised against 
Puplauskas

Photo: KYNOCH BOXING
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+JERRY+ 

HALSTEAD

TRACKED DOWN BY



ORN, raised and still living 
in Oklahoma, Jerry “Wimpy” 
Halstead doesn’t scare easy. So 
don’t ask him how he deals with 
the reality of life-threatening 
weather in his home state.

“Those tornadoes aren’t 
nothing, man,” he chuckles. “I’ve 

lived with them all my life. It’s all pretty normal stuff 
around here.”

That fearlessness could be a testament to having 
competed in over a hundred professional boxing 
matches, or maybe it’s because he’s lived through 
worse experiences than whatever some wind and rain 
can bring him. Whatever it is, the 56-year-old Halstead 
is a survivor. He knows it and he’s thankful for it.

“I have people that are amazed,” he said. “I’ve 
weathered the fight game very well, considering the 
level where I was at, and I still do what I do. I can’t 
say it enough how blessed I feel about having those 
abilities and that cognitive thinking ability. The type 

of work that I do is very dangerous and 
you can get hurt easily, but I’ve been doing 
it so long, and being ambidextrous comes in real 
handy in the type of trade that I have.”

His days in the ring done for over two decades, 
Halstead now works in a business that was in his 
blood long before he put the gloves on, and as a 
commercial overhead doorman, he’s found a place 
where he’s content and able to live a comfortable life, 
a mix few of his peers get to experience once their 
fighting days are over.

“I was in the industry before I got fully locked in 
to being a contender and traveling and fighting,” 
he said. 

“My father was in the industry, so it was 
natural for me to be right back in it when  
I was done. I just picked up where  
I left off in a way and I’ve made a very 
good living. It’s not [Jeff] Bezos’ 
money [laughs], but who has that 
kind of money anyway?” ³

B

The life and times of  
Jerry ‘Wimpy’ Halstead,  
who was served up to big 
heavyweights of the eighties 
and nineties before 
retirement threatened to 
swallow him whole

EARLY DAYS: 
In his days as a 
super-middleweight  
in 1982, Halstead [right] 
runs with stablemate  
Sean O’Grady

Photo:  
JOHN SUNDERLAND/THE DENVER 
POST VIA GETTY IMAGES
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³�The younger members of Halstead’s crew know 
what he used to do for a living, even if he doesn’t tell 
them that the Michael Tyson that he knocked out 
in the fifth round in March of 1987 wasn’t the Mike 
Tyson. And if he didn’t let that information slip, a look 
at him on the job makes it evident that he once was 
an athlete.

“They see me in the field and they’re amazed at 
some of the reaction time I have,” Halstead said. “But 
as far as boxing goes, I don’t throw my weight around 
like that. I’ve never been the bullying type. I could 
be boastful in some cases, and arrogant in others, 
depending on who it was and where it was and what 
was going on.”

Comments like that are a reminder that even as he 
approaches the age of 60, Halstead still has fighting in 
his blood, and that will never change. Subsequently, 
he admits that he misses it at times.

“It’s hard not to miss some of it,” he said. “It’s such 
an involving aspect of your life for so long that you 
develop traits and a way of living your life and doing 
things. You get to where you miss the fans, you miss 
the noise, and then there’s the blood and the sweat 
and all that too. I miss those things sometimes.” 

Not surprising, especially considering that 

Halstead competed as a pro from June of 1980 until 
December of 1997, a more than 17-year run that 
saw him compile a 85-19-1, 1 NC record with 63 wins 
by knockout scored over five weight classes from 
middleweight to heavyweight.

It was at heavyweight that most boxing fans knew 
the Oklahoman, a stablemate of former lightweight 
champion Sean O’Grady under the tutelage of 
O’Grady’s father Pat. It was in Oklahoma City that 
Halstead made his name fighting a wide variety of 
journeymen, opponents and no hopers, even if he 
wasn’t ready for prime time himself. But as the elder 
O’Grady told him, “There’s no money in being an 
amateur.”

Apparently, there was no money in being anything 
but a heavyweight, either, which meant the six-foot-
one Halstead was going to be fighting an uphill battle 
every time he stepped into the ring with a naturally 
bigger foe.

“Pat O’Grady was adamant about the difference 
between the lighter weights and the heavyweights,” 
said Halstead. “The money wasn’t there in the 
cruisers, so from a financial standpoint, which was 
really all his game was – at least with me anyway –  
I had to go to heavyweight.”

OLDER AND 
WISER:  

Halstead 
today [above]

cuts a very 
GL!HUHQW�

#JXUH�WR�KLV�
#JKWLQJ�SRPS�

[right]
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Moving to heavyweight in 1985, Halstead won 15 
straight with 13 knockouts over the usual suspects, 
his best win being a decision victory over Larry 
Frazier, before he was matched up with former 
WBA champ Greg Page in November of 1986. 
Page knocked Halstead out in eight rounds. Thus 
began a pattern. At home, Halstead was seemingly 
unbeatable. But when the competition ramped up, 
he lost. Tony Tubbs and Buster Douglas were two 
more former or future champions to beat him, but 
as he piled up wins in between, he would always get 
another shot.

In 1986, he even scored a guest appearance on 
the Late Night with David Letterman show, and six 
years later, there would be a quartet of big fights 
against Tommy Morrison, Ray Mercer, Alex Stewart 
and Herbie Hide, owners of a combined 99-6 record. 
Those fights went as expected, Halstead losing by 
knockout, with the highlight perhaps being when 
Wimpy was asked by referee Toby Gibson after a 
Morrison knockdown, “Are you all right?” The answer 
from Halstead: “Barely.”

Yet while his nickname, quick wit and devil may 
care attitude made many dismiss Halstead as a threat 
in the ring, he took his job seriously, even as bad 
business deals and personal issues began to take 
their toll.

“It was all preparation,” he said when 
asked what kept him from winning the big 
fights. “There were things behind 
the scenes in my personal life 
that were going on and there 
were some difficulties that kept 
me from getting on top of my 
game the way I needed to. That 
all goes back to the handlers and 
the people that have invested 
in you as a fighter and as a 
product. They literally did not 
focus me and re-direct me. I had 
to figure it out on my own and 
it took longer because of that 
and my performance suffered. 
The ownership in this whole 
deal is me because I’m the dude, 
I’m the one doing the work. But 
when you put trust and loyalty 
in people that have started your 
career and nurtured you early on and then you start 
to break out, you trust them and you count on them 
and then they don’t do the things they should have 
done. When you don’t have that, it can take the steam 
out of anybody’s sails.”

By the mid-90s, Halstead knew he was nearing 
the end. The business had exhausted him, and the 
idea of making any type of run at a title was equally 
spent. He still needed to make money, though, so 
he accepted a December 1997 bout against 17-1-1 
German Willi Fischer. It’s a bout that doesn’t show 
up on Halstead’s record because it never happened. 
Instead, promoters told Halstead that Fischer was 
unavailable and that the only opponent that was able 
to step in was a 13-0 prospect fresh from winning an 
Olympic gold medal.

“I didn’t even know who Wladimir Klitschko was 
because he had just come out of the Olympics,” 
laughs Halstead, who points to this situation as a 
prime of example of where he was on the business 
side of the sport. “This is where the handlers come 
into play. It’s almost as if they were part of my 
undoing.”

Halstead still agreed to the fight, but as soon as he 
got in the same room as Klitschko, he knew what was 
coming.

“I was done,” he said. “I knew I was done when I 
saw Wladimir Klitschko. Simply because of my age, 
the condition that I had been in, the wars I had 
already fought, as well as the prep time. And when 
I said, ‘Hey, I’m done,’ I meant it. And I walked away 
from it and I don’t regret it. At that point, I realised it 
was time to move on to other passions.”

Klitschko needed only two rounds to put an end 
to the fight and Halstead’s career, and the American 
never came back. He wasn’t done fighting yet, though, 
and this battle was worse than any he faced in the ring.

“Drugs and alcohol got a hold of me really bad and I 
had a terrible time from 2002 to 2013,” said Halstead, 
whose terrible times included a vehicular manslaughter 
charge after an alcohol-related accident that killed his 
wife and a three-and-a-half-year prison sentence for 
driving while intoxicated. When he cleaned up and 
faced the outside world again, it was boxing that saved 
him, but not in the way you might think.

“It was just an unbelievable upheaval in my life, and 
I used all the training and discipline and focus that I 
had to get through my career at the level I did to help 
me through that dark period that I was in for many 
years,” Halstead said. “I still have moments where 
those things still haunt me, but they’re very easily 
managed with the right tools. I’ve talked with some 

professionals, and I think if somebody has a 
problem making adjustments after boxing, 
talk to the professionals that can help them 

find something that works for 
them and makes them happy. 
When people aren’t happy, they 
walk around doing things they 
probably shouldn’t do. You’ve got 
to work real hard to keep that 
happy going because there’s a lot 
of things in this world that can 
take it away from you. So you’ve 
got to keep things in perspective.”

Halstead now has that 
perspective, both on life and his 
boxing career. I ask him if things 
would have been different had 
he been allowed to compete as a 
cruiserweight, where he wouldn’t 
have been in with monsters every 
night once he hit a certain level.

“It would have a lot different 
outcome in a lot of different areas,” he admits. 

“I do believe, with retrospect and knowing how 
things work, in not just the business world but on the 
athletic end of things, the O’Gradys were fine early on 
in my career, but there came a point where if I had 
been handled differently, I would have had a different 
course. But I battled that demon a long time ago with 
the woulda, coulda, shouldas. I can’t undo what’s 
been done, I’ve just gotta learn from it and go on 
living with it. I do know there’s some guys out there 
who are probably glad I didn’t stick around in the 
cruiserweight division.”

Halstead laughs, and he sounds like a man at 
peace. I tell him of his fighter profile on the Cyber 
Boxing Zone website, where he is described as “A 
durable battler who came to scrap.” Is he satisfied 
with that being his fistic legacy?

“I would think that was very accurate,” he said. 
“Anybody who signed to fight me, maybe they 
took me seriously, maybe they didn’t because they 
heard the nickname ‘Wimpy.’ But in the ring, all that 
changed; it was business and it was time to show 
‘em what you got. If you’re gonna show up, you need 
to show off and show out, as much as you possibly 
can. And if you saw me fight, I didn’t come there  
to play.” bn

I DIDN’T EVEN 
KNOW WHO 

WLADIMIR 
KLITSCHKO 
WAS. THIS IS 
WHERE MY 
HANDLERS 

WERE PART OF 
MY DOWNFALL”



HEAVYWEIGHT 
over 200lbs/14st 4lbs 
1. ANDY RUIZ JNR 33-1 (USA)  

2. TYSON FURY 29-0-1 (ENG) 

3. DEONTAY WILDER 41-0-1 (USA) 

4. ANTHONY JOSHUA 22-1 (ENG)  

5. DILLIAN WHYTE 26-1 (ENG) 

6. KUBRAT PULEV 28-1 (BGR) 

7. JOSEPH PARKER 26-2 (NZL)

8. DERECK CHISORA 32-9 (ENG)

9. OSCAR RIVAS 26-1 (COL) 

10. OLEKSANDR USYK 17-0 (UKR) 

CRUISERWEIGHT  
200lbs/14st 4lbs 
1. MAIRIS BRIEDIS 26-1 (LVA)

2. KRZYSZTOF GLOWACKI 31-2 (POL) 

3. YUNIER DORTICOS 24-1 (CUB)   

4. KRZYSZTOF WLODARCZYK 57-4-1 (POL) 

5. ILUNGA MAKABU 26-2 (COD)   

6. NOEL GEVOR 24-2 (GER) 

7. KEVIN LERENA 23-1 (RSA) 

8. ALEKSEI PAPIN 11-1 (RUS) 

9. ARSEN GOULAMIRIAN 25-0 (FRA) [above] 

10. ANDREW TABITI 17-1 (USA) 

LIGHT-HEAVYWEIGHT  
175lbs/12st 7lbs

1. ARTUR BETERBIEV 15-0 (RUS) 

2. CANELO ALVAREZ 53-1-2 (MEX) 

3. SERGEY KOVALEV 34-4-1 (RUS)

4. OLEKSANDR GVOZDYK 17-1 (UKR)   

5. DMITRY BIVOL 17-0 (RUS) 

6. ELEIDER ALVAREZ 24-1 (COL)  

7. JEAN PASCAL 34-6-1 (CAN)   

8. MARCUS BROWNE 23-1 (USA) 

9. BADOU JACK 22-2-3 (SWE) 

10. JESSE HART 26-2 (USA)  

SUPER-MIDDLEWEIGHT  
168lbs/12st

1. CALLUM SMITH 26-0 (ENG) 

2. BILLY JOE SAUNDERS 29-0 (ENG)    

3. CHRIS EUBANK JNR 28-2 (ENG)  

4. CALEB PLANT 19-0 (USA)  

5. JOSE UZCATEGUI 28-3 (VEN) 

6. DAVID BENAVIDEZ 22-0 (USA) 

7. ANTHONY DIRRELL 33-2-1 (USA)   

8. AVNI YILDIRIM 21-2 (TUR) 

9. JUERGEN BRAEHMER 51-3 (GER) 

10. JOHN RYDER 28-4 (ENG)   

MIDDLEWEIGHT  
160lbs/11st 6lbs 

1. GENNADY GOLOVKIN 40-1-1 (KAZ) 

2. DANIEL JACOBS 35-3 (USA)  

3. JERMALL CHARLO 29-0 (USA)

4. SERGIY DEREVYANCHENKO 13-2 (UKR) 

5. DAVID LEMIEUX 40-4 (CAN) 

6. RYOTA MURATA 15-2 (JPN)   

7. DEMETRIUS ANDRADE 28-0 (USA) 

8. ROB BRANT 25-2 (USA)  

9. WILLIE MONROE JNR 24-3 (USA) 

10. KAMIL SZEREMETA 21-0 (POL)          

SUPER-WELTERWEIGHT 
154lbs/11st

1. JULIAN WILLIAMS 27-1-1 (USA) 

2. JARRETT HURD 23-1 (USA)  

3. ERISLANDY LARA 26-3-3 (CUB)  

4. BRIAN CASTANO 16-0-1 (ARG)  

5. TONY HARRISON 28-2 (USA)

6. JERMELL CHARLO 32-1 (USA) 

7. JAIME MUNGUIA 34-0 (MEX) 

8. DENNIS HOGAN 28-2-1 (IRL) 

9. LIAM SMITH 28-2-1 (ENG) 

10. TERRELL GAUSHA 21-1-1 (USA) 

 

WELTERWEIGHT  
147lbs/10st 7lbs 

1. ERROL SPENCE JNR 26-0 (USA) 

2. TERENCE CRAWFORD 35-0 (USA)         

3. SHAWN PORTER 30-3-1 (USA) 

4. MANNY PACQUIAO 62-7-2 (PHL) 

5. DANNY GARCIA 35-2 (USA)  

6. KEITH THURMAN 29-1 (USA)  

7. YORDENIS UGAS 24-4 (CUB)  

8. EGIDIJUS KAVALIAUSKAS 21-0-1 (LTU)  

9. RAY ROBINSON 24-3-2 (USA) 

10. SERGEY LIPINETS 16-1 (RUS)  

SUPER-LIGHTWEIGHT 
140lbs/10st 

1. JOSH TAYLOR 16-0 (SCO) 

2. REGIS PROGRAIS 24-1 (USA) 

3. JOSE RAMIREZ 25-0 (USA)   

4. VIKTOR POSTOL 31-2 (UKR)    

5. IVAN BARANCHYK 20-1 (BLR) 

6. PABLO CESAR CANO 33-7-1 (MEX) [above] 

7. MAURICE HOOKER 26-1-3 (USA) 

8. KIRYL RELIKH 23-3 (BLR) 

9. JOSE ZEPEDA 31-2 (USA)  

10. EDUARD TROYANOVSKY 28-2 (RUS)  

LIGHTWEIGHT  
135lbs/9st 9lbs

1. VASYL LOMACHENKO 14-1 (UKR)  

2. LUKE CAMPBELL 20-3 (ENG) 

3. RICHARD COMMEY 29-2 (GHA) 

4. JAVIER FORTUNA 35-2-1 (DOM) 

5. YVAN MENDY 43-5-1 (FRA)  

6. TEOFIMO LOPEZ 14-0 (USA)  

7. RANCES BARTHELEMY 27-1-1 (CUB)  

8. DEVIN HANEY 24-0 (USA)  

9. LEE SELBY 28-2 (WAL) 

10. EMMANUEL TAGOE 31-1 (GHA)       

SUPER-FEATHERWEIGHT  
130lbs/9st 4lbs  

1. MIGUEL BERCHELT 37-1 (MEX)  

2. GERVONTA DAVIS 22-0 (USA) 

3. ANDREW CANCIO 21-4-2 (USA) 

4. JAMEL HERRING 21-2 (USA)    

5. TEVIN FARMER 30-4-1 (USA) 

6. MASAYUKI ITO 26-2-1 (JPN) 

7. SHAVKATDZHON RAKHIMOV 15-0 (RUS) 

8. JASON SOSA 23-4-4 (USA)  

9. JOSEPH DIAZ 30-1 (USA)  

10. MIGUEL ROMAN 62-13 (MEX) 

FEATHERWEIGHT  
126lbs/9st

1. GARY RUSSELL JNR 30-1 (USA)  

2. LEO SANTA CRUZ 36-1-1 (MEX) 

3. JOSH WARRINGTON 30-0 (ENG)

4. CARL FRAMPTON 26-2 (NIR)

5. OSCAR VALDEZ 26-0 (MEX) 

6. KID GALAHAD 26-1 (ENG)  

7. CAN XU 17-2 (CHN) 

8. TUGSTSOGT NYAMBAYAR 11-0 (MNG) 

9. SHAKUR STEVENSON 13-0 (USA) 

10. JHACK TEPORA 23-0 (PHL)

SUPER-BANTAMWEIGHT  
122lbs/8st 10lbs

1. EMANUEL NAVARRETE 29-1 (MEX)  

2. REY VARGAS 34-0 (MEX)  

3. DANIEL ROMAN 27-2-1 (USA)    

4. TJ DOHENY 22-1 (IRL) 

5. ISAAC DOGBOE 20-2 (GHA)  

6. BRANDON FIGUEROA 20-0 (USA) 

7. RYOSUKE IWASA 26-3 (JPN)  

8. RONNY RIOS 32-3 (USA) 

9. TOMOKI KAMEDA 36-3 (JPN) 

10. AZAT HOVHANNISYAN 18-3 (ARM)

 

BANTAMWEIGHT  
118lbs/8st 6lbs

1. NAOYA INOUE 19-0 (JPN) 

2. NONITO DONAIRE 40-6 (PHL) 

3. NORDINE OUBAALI 17-0 (FRA)     

4. EMMANUEL RODRIGUEZ 19-1 (PRI)  

5. JASON MOLONEY 20-1 (AUS) [above]  

6. LUIS NERY 30-0 (MEX) 

7. TAKUMA INOUE 13-1 (JPN) 

8. JOHN RIEL CASIMERO 28-4 (PHL) 

9. CARLOS CUADRAS 39-3-1 (MEX) 

10. JOSHUA GREER JNR 22-1-1 (USA) 

SUPER-FLYWEIGHT  
115lbs/8st 3lbs

1. JUAN FRANCISCO ESTRADA 40-3 (MEX) 

2. SRISAKET SOR RUNGVISAI 47-5-1 (THA) 

3. DONNIE NIETES 42-1-5 (PHL) 

4. KAZUTO IOKA 24-2 (JPN)    

5. KAL YAFAI 26-0 (ENG)  

6. JERWIN ANCAJAS 31-1-2 (PHL)  

7. ALEJANDRO SANTIAGO 20-2-5 (MEX)   

8. ATHENKOSI DUMEZWENI 12-2 (RSA)  

9. ANDREW MOLONEY 21-0 (AUS) [above]  

10. GIDEON BUTHELEZI 22-5 (RSA)   

FLYWEIGHT  
112lbs/8st

1. CHARLIE EDWARDS 15-1 (ENG) 

2. CRISTOFER ROSALES 29-4 (NIC)  

3. KOSEI TANAKA 14-0 (JPN) 

4. ARTEM DALAKIAN 19-0 (UKR)      

5. MORUTI MTHALANE 38-2 (RSA) 

6. VINCENT LEGRAND 31-0 (FRA) 

7. JULIO CESAR MARTINEZ 14-1 (MEX)    

8. GIEMEL MAGRAMO 23-1 (PHL)  

9. WULAN TUOLEHAZI 13-3-1 (CHN) 

10. McWILLIAMS ARROYO 19-4 (PRI)  

LIGHT-FLYWEIGHT  
108lbs/7st 10lbs

1. KEN SHIRO 16-0 (JPN) 

2. HIROTO KYOGUCHI 14-0 (JPN) 

3. CARLOS CANIZALES 22-0-1 (VEN) 

4. ELWIN SOTO 16-1 (MEX)  

5. HEKKIE BUDLER 32-4 (RSA) 

6. FELIX ALVARADO 35-2 (NIC)  

7. EDWARD HENO 14-1-5 (PHL) 

8.  REIYA KONISHI 17-2 (JPN)   

9. TETSUYA HISADA 34-10-2 (JPN) 

10. DANIEL VALLADARES 21-1 (MEX)  

STRAWWEIGHT  
105lbs/7st 7lbs

1. KNOCKOUT CP FRESHMART 20-0 (THA) 

2. WANHENG MEENAYOTHIN 54-0 (THA)

3. WILFREDO MENDEZ 15-1 (PRI) 

4. VIC SALUDAR 19-4 (PHL)   

5. BYRON ROJAS 27-4-3 (NIC)  

6. DEEJAY KRIEL 15-1-1 (RSA)

7. JOEY CANOY 15-3-1 (PHL) 

8. LITO DANTE 16-10-4 (PHL)  

9. JOSE ARGUMEDO 23-4-1 (MEX) 

10. PEDRO TADURAN 14-2 (PHL)

POUND-FOR-POUND 
The best of the best

1. CANELO ALVAREZ 53-1-2 (MEX) 

2. VASYL LOMACHENKO 14-1 (UKR) 

3. NAOYA INOUE 19-0 (JPN)   

4. TERENCE CRAWFORD 35-0 (USA)   

5. OLEKSANDR USYK 17-0 (UKR) 

6. ERROL SPENCE JNR 26-0 (USA)   

7. GENNADY GOLOVKIN 40-1-1 (KAZ) 

8. ARTUR BETERBIEV 15-0 (RUS)   

9. MIKEY GARCIA 39-1 (USA)  

10. LEO SANTA CRUZ 36-1-1 (MEX)   

RANKINGS

O If a fighter has been inactive for over a year, he will be removed from the rankings, 
unless he has a fight officially scheduled. Once removed due to inactivity, a fighter 
cannot be reinstated until he has fought again.

O Each fighter is ranked on the results they have achieved in their own 
specific weight division (excluding the pound-for-pound list).

O Each fighter is ranked in the division in which their most recent significant fight 
took place. With regards to catchweight fights, common sense will (hopefully) prevail.

O If a fighter is suspended for failing a drug test, he will be removed from 
the rankings. He will be eligible for reinstation after completing a ban, 
but will be removed indefinitely if he reoffends.
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NOVEMBER
FRIDAY 22
York Hall, Bethnal Green (Sky Sports 
Action 7.30pm & ESPN+) 
The Golden Contract: Super-lightweight 

quarter-finals (Ohara Davies; Tyrone 

McKenna; Mohamed Mimoune; Darren 

Surtees; Logan Yoon; Lewis Benson; Kieran 

Gething; Mikey Sakyi); Martin McDonagh 

v Josh Thorne; Donovan Mortlock v s/o; 

William Hamilton v s/o; Elliot Whale v s/o. 

(Promoter: MTK Global). 

 

Guild Hall, Plymouth 
Brad Pauls (holder) v Robbie Chapman 

(Southern Area middleweight title); 

Connor Adaway v Jules Phillips; Lewis 

Everson v Bryn Wain; Marcus Hodgson 

v Edward Bjorklund; Constantin Ursu v 

Artur Davydenko; Billy Stanbury v Liam 

Griffiths; Darren Townley v Lee Devine. 

(Promoter: Sinfield Star Promotions). 

 

Leeds United FC Banqueting Suite, 
Elland Road 
Mick Learmonth v Jan Hrazdira; Luke 

Kelly v Zygimantas Butkevicius; Tom 

Young v Chris Jenkinson; Michael Fafera v 

Raimonds Sniedze; Ben Croft v Elvis Dube. 

(Promoter: Bateson Promotions). 

 

Caesars Palace Bluewaters Dubai, UAE 
(iFL TV TBA & ESPN+) 
Jack Catterall v Timo Schwarzkopf; 

Vijender Singh v Charles Adamu;  

Thomas Patrick Ward v Martin Casillas; 

Muhammad Waseem v Ganigan Lopez; 

Rohan Date v Justice Addy. (Promoter: 

D4G Promotions & Round 10 Boxing Club & 

MTK Global). 

 

Auditorio Municipal Fausto Gutiérrez 
Moreno, Tijuana, Mexico 
Alejandro Santiago v Roberto Sanchez; 

Roberto Ramirez v Francisco Javier 

Hernandez. (Promoter: Paco Presents &  

In Box Carmen). 

 

SATURDAY 23
M&S Bank Arena, Liverpool (Sky Sports 
Action/Main Event 7pm & DAZN) 
Callum Smith (holder) v John Ryder (WBA 

super-middleweight title); Craig Glover v 

Chris Billam-Smith (vacant Commonwealth 

cruiserweight title); James Tennyson 

v Craig Evans; Anthony Fowler v Harry 

Scarff; Tom Farrell v Sean Dodd; Thomas 

Whittaker-Hart v Josip Perkovic; Tom 

Aitchison v Matija Petrinic; Marcos Molloy 

v Aleksandrs Birkenbergs. (Promoter: 

Matchroom Boxing). 

 

Metrodome, Barnsley 
Lee Appleyard v Ben Fields; Levi Kinsiona 

v Nathan Bendon; James Flint v Kris 

Pilkington; Kyle Yousaf v s/o; Amin 

Jahanzeb v Taka Bembere; Dempsey 

Wale v Naheem Chaudhry; Dom Hunt v 

s/o; James Rayworth v Victor Edagha; JA 

Metcalfe v Darryl Sharp; Callum Simpson 

v Richard Harrison. (Promoter: Stefy Bull 

Promotions). 

 

York Hall, Bethnal Green 
Yaser Al-Ghena v Neil Parry; Xhuljo 

Vrenozi v Richard Samuels; Brandon 

Ball v Stefan Slavchev; Daniel Mendes v 

Pawel Strykowski; Lewis Syrett v Duane 

Green; Jake Spring v Jamie Speight; 

Conor Hinds v Callum Ide; Sangeeta 

Birdi v Denisa Cicoova; Robert Asagba v 

Dan Sabastonelli; Amar Kayani v Jordan 

Grannum; Connor Vian v Paul Cummings; 

Jamie Smith v Milan Cechvala. (Promoter: 

Goodwin Main Events). 

 

Oldham Leisure Centre 
Jack Rafferty v Fernando Valencia; Sean 

Fennell v Lee Connelly; Mick Hall v Serge 

Ambomo; Connor Burton v Jake Pollard; 

Dan Booth v Lee Hallett; Osman Aslam 

v Pablo Narvaez; Jermaine Springer v 

Jevgenijs Andrejevs; Zack Miller v Joe 

Beeden; Asad Riaz v s/o. (Promoter:  

Black Flash Promotions). 

 

KC Stadium, Kingston Suite, Hull 
Luke Fisher v Shane Medlen; Evaldas 

Korsakas v Arvydas Trizno; Lewis Sylvester 

v Dean Evans; Connor Seymour v Ryan 

Hibbert; Cam Shaw v Nabil Ahmed;  

Chelsey Arnell v Vaida Masiokaite. 

(Promoter: Carl Greaves Promotions). 

 

North Notts Arena, Worksop 
Declan Cairns v Dale Arrowsmith;  

Cameron Kaihau v Saif Zahoor; Kyle Fox 

v Danny Little; Sam Spooner v JJ Smith; 

Josh Padley v s/o; Cory Hardy v Scott 

Hillman; Jack Hutsby v s/o. (Promoter:  

JE Promotions). 

 

Crowne Plaza Hotel, Glasgow 
Eric Donovan v s/o; Kaseem Saleem v s/o. 

(Promoter: Kynoch Boxing). 

 

MGM Grand, Las Vegas, Nevada  
(Sky Sports Action 2am & FOX PPV) 
Deontay Wilder (holder) v Luis Ortiz 

(WBC heavyweight title); Leo Santa 

Cruz v Miguel Flores (vacant WBA 

super-featherweight title); Luis Nery v 

Emmanuel Rodriguez; Brandon Figueroa v 

Julio Ceja; Leduan Barthelemy v Eduardo 

Ramirez; Jerry Perez v Mark John Yap; 

Viktor Slavinskyi v Rigoberto Hermosillo;  

Marsellos Wilder v Dustin Long. 

(Promoter: TGB Promotions & Mayweather 

Promotions). 

 

Fantasy Springs Casino, Indio, 
California (DAZN) 

Andrew Cancio v Rene Alvarado; Can 

Xu (holder) v Manny Robles III (WBA 

featherweight title); Rashidi Ellis v Eddie 

Gomez; Alberto Melian v Juan Kantun; 

Marcelino Lopez v s/o; Victor Morales 

Jnr v Ramiro Robles; Alex Rincon v 

Rafael Garcia. (Promoter: Golden Boy 

Promotions). 

 

Twin River Event Center, Lincoln,  
Rhode Island (UFC Fight Pass) 
Peter Manfredo [pictured] v Melvin Russell. 

(Promoter: CES Boxing). 

 

Riveredge Restaurant, Reading, 
Pennsylvania 
Kermit Cintron v Josue Obando. 

 

Arena Berlin, Treptow-Köpenick, 
Germany 
Jack Culcay v Jama Saidi; Bjoern Schicke v 

Adasat Rodriguez (vacant EU middleweight 

title). (Promoter: Agon Sports). 

 

Salle la Soucoupe, Saint-Nazaire, 
France 
Georges Ory (holder) v Karim Guerfi 

(European bantamweight title); Serhiy 

Demchenko (holder) v Pierre Hubert 

Dibombe (EU light-heavyweight title). 

(Promoter: Europrom). 

DIARY
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A DECADE ON TEAM  GREA

TOP TRAINER: 

McCracken watches 

FDUHIXOO\�LQ�6KHɝHOG

AMATEURSCENE The very best action, previews and 
news from Olympic-style boxing

With JOHN DENNEN  |  @BoxingNewsJD

SEND us your club's news, results or upcoming events to john.dennen@boxingnewsonline.net  or 020 7618 3478

AMATEURS
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A DECADE ON TEAM  GREAT BRITAIN
This November marks Rob McCracken’s 10th year at the helm  

of the British Olympic team. He speaks to Boxing News about his  
ten years as GB Boxing performance director

INCE November 2009 Rob 
McCracken has led the GB 
Boxing programme. In that 
time famously Anthony Joshua, 
Luke Campbell and Nicola 
Adams have won four Olympic 
gold medals between them. 
Britons won eight medals in 

total in the last two Olympic boxing tournaments 
(as many medals as the UK won in Olympic Games 
since 1980 combined). Historically it has also been 
notoriously hard to medal at major tournaments, that 
is the World and European championships as well as 
the Olympics. But over the last 10 years GB boxers 
have won a remarkable 81 medals from 25 majors, an 
unprecedented run of success.

Has your time at GB gone quickly?
It’s gone fast but it’s been really enjoyable. 

Some really positive people and superb 
achievements from the 
boxers so it’s been a really 
good 10 years.

When you became a 
trainer did you imagine 
you’d become the GB 
performance director?

Not originally. You start 
doing a bit of coaching and 
see what happens, see 
where it goes. 

Derek Mapp was the 
chairman at GB Boxing and 
he gave me a call. I went and met Derek, he had 
some great ideas and things he wanted to do at GB 
and that was the start of it for me. Derek was really 
influential in what happened with GB moving forward.

Were you surprised that they approached you 
in particular?

Yeah, that’s the way life is, you’re not sure what’s 
around the corner. You get opportunities and things 
that you want to do. I boxed for England many years 
ago, I was at Crystal Palace where it was in them days 
and I really enjoyed my time on the programme. 
You always think if I was a coach I’d do this and do 
that, see changes here and keep things the same in 
other areas. You always think about it… You get the 
opportunity and you jump at it because it’s a great 
thing to be a part of.

Were there things from your background in pro 

boxing that helped in the job as well?
I worked with great coaches amateur and pro. My 

amateur coach Frank O’Sullivan was a great amateur 
coach. He taught me the fundamentals of boxing.

I worked with Paddy and Tommy Lynch, who were 
great trainers. I worked with Thell Torrance in the 
States as well. He was a top and very experienced 
professional coach. I was quite lucky. I was always 
coached by very knowledgeable coaches and talented 
coaches so I’ve learned a lot about the sport, through 
my amateur career, boxing around the world and 
then boxing professionally.

Was there anything that surprised you about 
the Olympic sport system?

The expertise of the coaches that you’d need and 
the expertise of the support staff that you’d need, in 
trying to support the boxers on the programme. It 

was still early days at GB, we didn’t have the 
staff that we have now, a small amount of 

coaches and a small amount 
of support staff. As we’ve 
moved on and as the team’s 
achieved things we’ve been 
able to add more support in 
various areas.

The calendar’s tough 
and tournaments change. 
To win decisions at major 
tournaments at the highest 
level, it’s pretty tough, it’s 
complex.

Every area’s got its 
complications and difficulties but the overriding thing 
is it’s a really positive thing to be involved in and the 
people that you’re working with make it something 
you want to be a part of.

And how has your role evolved as well?
The full-time coaches at GB Boxing have gathered 

vast experience, especially in the 10 years. Some are 
going into their third Olympic Games now.

We’ve got real, vast experience and talent in the 
coaches that we’ve got at GB and the boxers can buy 
into that. They believe in the plans and strategies 
that we create on their behalf and the coaching 
that’s going to prepare them, coach them and then 
obviously be in their corner as well throughout the 
tournaments.

It’s a big job [performance director but] there are a 
lot of people working hard on the boxer’s behalf. ³ 

S
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THE CULTURE THAT’S 
BEEN CREATED OVER 
THE LAST 10 YEARS IS 

SOMETHING WE’RE 
LUCKY TO HAVE”
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³ You need the boxers to have the talent first and 
foremost, and obviously want to listen and want to 
get on with it, and the culture that’s been created by 
the people at GB over the last 10 years is something 
we’re lucky to have and is a part of our strength I feel.

What’s your sense of the impact the 
programme’s had on British boxing over the last 
10 years, with not just the Olympic medallists but 
former GB boxers, like Josh Taylor, like Callum 
Smith, doing really well?

You’ve got numerous world champions 
who spent years at GB Boxing who’ve 
gone on to become world champions as 
professionals and boxed at 
the very top in professional 
boxing. 

You’ve got to be pretty 
robust and resilient as well 
as being a very good boxer 
[to do well with GB]. They 
were both very good boxers 
on the programme. They’ve 
gone on to do really well, 
and hopefully their time 
on the programme has 
helped prepare them for the 
professional journey that they’re on now, along with 
many others.

I think that the ability of the coaches and the 
support team, and then the talent of the boxer and 
the good work that was done when they arrived by 
their club coach, and the home nations. When you 
work with talented boxers and construct a dedicated 
training plan and programme for that boxer, they can 
achieve Olympic podium and World podium.

The World championships, look at the medals the 

boxers, male and female, have won over the last 
few years; European championships as well and 
obviously in the last two Olympic Games the men 
and women have done really well as well. A lot goes 
into it, there’s a lot of hard work in the background. 
It keeps evolving and the sport keeps changing, the 
levels keep getting harder and harder, the physicality 
and the technique. I think we’re pretty experienced in 
developing boxers at the highest level if they’ve got 
the talent.

It’s never ending, it’s continuous but it’s something 
that it’s great to be a part of and it’s a privilege to do 
my role. I do the best that I can for the team and the 
programme and I work alongside the CEO who runs 
the organisation, Matt Holt. Me and him have worked 
together for 10 years. He’s been really supportive in 
my relationship with him over the 10 years for what 
the programme needs. Also with the funding from UK 
Sport and we’ve got a really good chairman, Simon 
Esom, who’s in his second Olympic cycle now, and 
we’ve had real good backing from our board over the 
years.

Primarily, the main aim is to give them the chance 
to become Olympic boxers and successful 
ones as well at that level. [On the GB 
programme] you’re looking at fighting the 

world’s best, who in no 
time in the pros are world 
champions as well. But we 
try and instil confidence in 
the boxers and their team-
mates are good role models 
in creating belief they can go 
to the top levels of Olympic 
boxing.

To prepare them for 
that are you tough on 
them in the gym?

You’ve got the boxers 
who are new to the programme and they’re in their 
infancy, you’re trying to ease them in. You create 
for them coaching and an understanding for what’s 
ahead, what type of competitions they’ll go to, who 
they’ve got to face and the levels… Then you have 
your number ones who are on a slightly different 
journey and have been there a lot longer. Most of 
these, male and female, are robust and very resilient 
boxers as well as being talented.

It’s a journey but it’s an individual journey once 

MODEST:  
McCracken is 

quick to credit 
other people 

when 
discussing the 

success of 
Team GB

AMATEURS

YOU’VE GOT TO 
BE ROBUST AND 

RESILIENT AS WELL 
AS BEING A VERY 

GOOD BOXER”

RESERVED: 
But 
McCracken’s 
talents should 
not be 
underrated
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they come to GB. We try to box them at the right 
times and don’t try to aim for the stars too quickly. 
It’s very difficult and it’s a very physical sport at the 
moment.

The more time spent on the programme the more 
the boxers gather the experience that puts them in 
a good position where they can box anywhere in the 
world against anybody.

What have been the highlights for you as 
performance director?

I think the best moments are seeing what’s been 
created and the success the boxers achieved. Because 
it’s their talent. They come from their clubs and with 
our help and our guidance they’re able to achieve 
things at World Championships and obviously 
Europeans and hopefully Olympics.

To see the staff go over and above to help them 
and support them, in whatever is their discipline 
and expertise, and then to see the lengths that the 
coaches go to on the boxers’ behalf. Dave Alloway and 
Lee Pullen were at both men’s and women’s World 
championships this year in Russia, with only a five 
day visit home in between both tournaments. They 
headed it up on floor for men and women, got great 
results and will be looking at their third Olympics 
in Tokyo, and also at the men’s Worlds worked 
alongside the very experienced coaches in Gary Hale 
and Bob Dillon on behalf of GB Boxing. Also we have 
tremendous coaching back in Sheffield that all play 
their part in the performances of the team. They are 
world class coaches.

You see them living it… It’s a difficult job but it’s 
massively rewarding when it goes right. We’ve got 
a picture of Bob Dillon jumping on Dave Alloway in 
the corner when Pat [McCormack] won the [World 
championship] semi against the Uzbek and it’s 

absolutely brilliant. That’s what it’s all about for me.
When the boxers believe in themselves, then fulfil 

their potential and achieve massive things.
One thing that sticks out for me was how tough 

it was at the last Worlds, certainly for the men and 
getting tougher for the women also. Not only is there 
more strength in depth with the women’s boxing now, 
there’s more with the men’s with lots of countries 
having really good boxers. The last was probably the 
toughest men’s Worlds that I’ve been to in my 10 
years, through a variety of reasons, physically and 
technically. Just the physicality of the tournament and 
them having to go five times and boxing against the 
world’s best who are all full-time athletes and have 
been for a long time. It’s very difficult.

They’ve got to be totally dedicated to make it to that 
level in the sport… But our boxers are showing they 
can compete with them and on any given day they can 
match them.

What have been the lowest moments in the last 
10 years?

You can look at some decisions and think, ‘Should 
have been a World champion’ or ‘should have been 
an Olympic champion’ and it’s gone the other way. 
It’s part of the sport; it’s difficult, it’s three rounds, its 
close and subjective. But I think two or three decisions 
that would have made boxers Olympic champions or 
World champions, they’re the ones that probably sit 
with you a little bit. You get on with it and the team 
pushes on but you feel for the boxer. That’s what 
takes the wind out of your sales a little bit. 

Boxing’s booming, I feel. England, Scotland and 
Wales are producing better and better boxers, the 
clubs and the home nations, and I think that hopefully 
we can develop them to Olympic level and get some 
more results like we’ve had in the last few years. bn



LONDON’S East End has always had a 
great boxing tradition, which lives on 
today via the iconic York Hall, Bethnal 
Green. From 1911 to 1930, Whitechapel’s 
Premierland enjoyed a similar 
reputation, and the famous venue is the 
subject of a comprehensive new book, 
Premierland, by Essex EBA Secretary 
Raymond Lee. Included are the traceable 
results of every show staged there (the 
author notes that Boxing [forerunner 
of BN] and The Sporting Life did not 
always publish full results), an in-depth 
overview by noted author Bob Lonkhurst 
and loads of photos and reproductions 
of handbills. There’s also a reproduction 
of a BN piece from 1969. How many 
people thought the recent set-to 
between YouTubers KSI and Logan Paul 
set a worrying new trend? According to 
the article, around 1930 two taxi drivers 

climbed into the ring to settle a dispute 
over territory poaching! Both were 
woefully unfit, both quickly abandoned 
any pretence of sticking to the rules, and 
the whole thing ended in chaos. 

The great Ted “Kid” Lewis boxed there 
several times, and in the only European 
title bout staged at Premierland, Lewis 
successfully defended his featherweight 
belt against Paul Til of France, winning 
via 12th-round disqualification in 
February 1914. Lewis even took over 
the promotional side for a time, before 
finding it impossible to combine with 
his boxing career and handing over to 
his brother-in-law, Manny Lyttlestone. 
Interestingly, the show featuring the 
only British title bout staged there was 
promoted by one of the participants 
– and he won! Al Foreman challenged 
Fred Webster for the British lightweight 

title at Premierland in May 1930, with 
the vacant Empire belt also at stake. 
And Foreman won in 65 seconds! It’s a 
fascinating read, and all profits are going 
to the Ringside Rest & Care Home –  
a wonderful gesture. The cover price is 
£15, and for more information you can 
contact Raymond Lee at raymond.lee9@
btinternet.com.

The North Staffs EBA meetings are 
now held at Marston’s Furniture Shop, 
Hamil Road, Burslem, Stoke-on-Trent, 
at 7.30pm on the first Wednesday of 
every month. Secretary Chris Dolman 
reports that several new members have 
recently been recruited, which is great 
news – new blood is vital. “Anyone with 
an interest in boxing is welcome to come 
along and join the Association,” Chris 
says – you don’t have to have boxed 
to become an EBA member, as I’m 
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YESTERDAY’S HEROES

Simon 
Euan-Smith
simonoldtimers 

@googlemail.com

EBA 

correspondent

TOP BRITS
Ted ‘Kid’ Lewis 
and Nigel Benn 
feature in this 
week’s EBA news

on his stool after two rounds.   
Older British fans will remember 

Manuel chiefly for the two bouts he 
had over here against Jack Bodell and 
Joe Bugner. Bugner was, of course, a 
world-class heavyweight who met most 
of the greats during the 1970s – for me, 
the greatest era of heavyweight boxing. 
Bodell is mainly remembered for his last 
three fights, which he lost in a total of five 
rounds. Before this, however, he was tough 
and durable and could be 
surprisingly fleet of foot 
when required.

Ramos first appeared 
in the UK in March 1970 
when he was brought 
over to test the 20-year-
old Bugner in an eight-
rounder at the Empire 
Pool, Wembley. At the top 
of the bill, Henry Cooper 
outwitted Bodell over 15 
to become the first man to regain the 
British heavyweight title since Len Harvey 
in 1938. The young fighter from St Ives was 
too good for Ramos and the BN report 
gave an indication of Ramos’ shortcomings 
in stating that “the Mexican’s punches 
were mostly thrown from way off, losing 
their potency as they moved towards 
the target, and doing little damage.” He 
was also prone to leaving himself wide 
open. Bugner cruised to a comfortable 
points victory, thereby confirming his 

status as a young man with British title 
aspirations. We all know what happened 
next, as Bugner beat Cooper in a hugely 
controversial contest the following year.

Shortly after Bugner became the 
champion, it was Bodell’s turn to meet 
Ramos in a 10-rounder at the Civic 
Hall, Wolverhampton. Big Jack had 
recently stopped the Irish-American 
Jack O’Halloran in four rounds and 
arrangements were being made for Bodell 

to box Bugner in the 
latter’s first defence of his 
newly won crown. Ramos 
proved to be no match 
at all for the Midlander, 
losing every round and 
being generally beaten up 
for the entire 30 minutes. 

Ramos then went back 
to the States and did little 
of note after that. His 
career went into a steep 

decline. He won only three of the 27 bouts 
that he took part in after 1968, and he 
finally hung up his gloves in 1977. He did 
fight some excellent contenders during this 
period, including George Foreman, Oscar 
Bonavena, Ron Lyle, George Chuvalo and 
Chuck Wepner, and most of them knew 
they had been in a fight when their hand 
was raised. “Pulgarcito” (Tom Thumb), as 
he was known, died in March 1999, not 
the best Mexican heavyweight, but the 
first of note.

LTHOUGH Mexico 
has produced 
some outstanding 
fighters, the country 
is not known for 
producing world-
class heavyweights. 

That has all changed with Andy Ruiz Jnr. 
An American by birth, Ruiz has Mexican 
roots, and he represented that country 
as an amateur. Another American of 
Mexican heritage, Chris Arreola, has had 
three cracks at the WBC heavyweight 
title but has failed to last the distance in 
any of them. Arreola, though, was not 
the first Mexican to challenge for world 
heavyweight honours, as Manuel Ramos, 
now largely forgotten, took this accolade 
in 1968 when he fought the legendary  
Joe Frazier at Madison Square Garden.

At the time, Ramos had fought his way 
to being ranked at No. 4 in the world by 
The Ring magazine. Boxing News was a 
little more cautious, placing the Mexican 
at No. 8. Ramos stood at 6ft 4ins, and in 
his climb from obscurity he had beaten 
two excellent contenders, Ernie Terrell and 
Eddie Machen. In neither contest did he 
dominate proceedings, but his punching 
power had seen him through. Within 
the first minute of the contest he briefly 
staggered Frazier and an upset looked on 
the cards, but his lack of class was then 
brutally exposed by the young Frazier, one 
of the all-time greats, and Ramos retired 

STANDING OUT
Recalling 
the career  
of Manuel 
Ramos 
– Mexico’s 
first 
heavyweight 
of note

‘THE 
MEXICAN’S 

SHOTS MOSTLY 
DID LITTLE 
DAMAGE’

Miles 
Templeton

Boxing  

historian 

A



constantly stressing. If you’re interested, 
contact Chris at chris.dolman@aol.co.uk.

Something else I’ve said before – it’s 
vital that EBAs show they care about 
today’s scene, and are not just about 
reminiscing about the past. Several 
Associations have instigated trophies for 
local active boxers – and North Staffs are 
currently negotiating with Staffordshire 
ABA with a view to presenting a Fight 
of the Night award at their shows. 
This will be to honour the memory 
of Staffordshire boxing stalwart Larry 
Parkes, who died in June. This is a great 
idea – it would raise North Staffs’ profile, 
emphasise that they’re involved with 
today’s boxers, and perpetuate Larry 
Parkes’ name. I hope it comes off.

One of the most exciting fighters I’ve 
had the pleasure of watching – and 
covering – was Nigel Benn, whose career 

is gone through in detail in the current 
Central (Midlands) EBA newsletter. Few 
could live with Benn in his prime. Like so 
many great champions, he hung around 
just that bit too long, and his last three 
outings ended in defeat. I must say I was 
extremely worried when I read about 
Benn’s proposed comeback, and can’t be 
sorry it’s not going to happen.

Croydon EBA was represented on 
consecutive days this month, at the 
funerals of former committee members 
Roy Beaman and Bill Flemington. Roy 
was also a supporter of London EBA, and 
they were represented too. There was a 
good turn-out for both and the eulogies 
for both stressed how much boxing 
meant to them.

EMAIL simonoldtimers@googlemail.com  
with your ex-boxer association news.
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LEGEND: Lewis is one of the all-time greats

LEVELS: 
Frazier [left] is just  
too good for Ramos



When and why you started 
boxing: 
I started from a young age because 
I come from a big boxing family. 
My grandad, Bill Cox Snr, was the 
ABA secretary, while my dad, Bill 
Cox Jnr, is a leading AIBA official. 
On my mum’s side, my uncle, Alan 
Coveley, and my cousin, Gary 
Coveley, both represented England 
as boxers.
Favourite all-time fighter: 
Vasyl Lomachenko for his 
amateur achievements and Floyd 
Mayweather for being a total boxer 
and businessman.
Best fight you’ve seen:  
I was one of the flag-bearers at the 
2012 Olympics in London, so I got 
to see the likes of Lomachenko, 
Anthony Joshua, Katie Taylor and 
many more box in the flesh.
Personal career highlight: 
As an amateur I reached national 
finals and won London titles, but 
it’s hard to top boxing at the O2 
Arena on a big Matchroom card as 
a professional.
Toughest opponent: 
As a pro, I’d have to say my most 
recent opponent in September – 
Steven Maguire [w pts 6]. He just 
kept coming.
Best and worst attributes as a 
boxer: 
My strengths are my boxing IQ, 
ringcraft and movement. I’m 
learning to let my hands go more, 
such as throwing more than three 
or four punches at once.
Training tip: 
Work hard and don’t give in when 
times are tough.
Favourite meal/restaurant: 
A curry at Mr India in Sheerness.
Best friends in boxing: 
Sam Bezzina. We met at Repton 
Boxing Club nearly 15 years ago  

and now he’s my coach.
Other sportsman you would 
like to be: 
I’d be a footballer because the 
rewards are so high.
Last film/TV show you saw:
I love the series, Power.
Who would play you in a film of 
your life:
A young Robert De Niro. There’s no 
better actor. 
Have you ever been starstruck:
When I met David Beckham on a 
school trip to his football academy 
when I was 12.
Last time you cried:
I cried this week because of how 
much I miss my mum, who’s passed 
away. I just want to make her 
proud.
Best advice received: 
‘Shut up and get on with it!’ That 
was from the legendary trainer, 
Mickey May.
Worst rumour about yourself:
That I’m 6ft. I’m only 5ft 6ins!
Something not many people 
know about you:
I like taking three-hour baths – just 
me alone with my thoughts.

SAM COX
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Paul Wheeler talks to a man with an extensive fistic heritage

SIXTY SECONDS

FA
ST

 F
A

C
TS Age: 25 Twitter: n/a Nickname: n/a Height: 5ft 6ins Nationality: English 

From: Islington Stance: Orthodox Record: 5-0 (1) Division: Bantamweight 

Titles: n/a Next fight: Cox is next due out on Saturday December 14 in  

Bethnal Green.

[ NEXT ISSUE ON SALE NOVEMBER 26, 2019 (DIGITAL) AND NOVEMBER 28, 2019 (PRINT) ]
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‘I MET DAVID 
BECKHAM ON 
A SCHOOL TRIP  
WHEN I WAS 12’
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